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Hair By Ruth
....in the comfort of your own home

Telephone 01362 858936
Mobile 07748 664011
Email    hairdresserruth@gmail.com

Member of the FHBF
Cookers & 

Dishwashers

Repairs to:

	  

Firewood Logs
Seasoned and ready to burn. 

Mixed hardwood in trailer loads. Can be 
delivered at times to suit you or collected by 

appointment. All locally grown in our own 
sustainable, well-managed woodlands. 

Anthony Meynell, 
Berry Hall Woodlands, Honingham. 

Tel: 01603 880541
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‘Unto us a child is born, King of all creation. Born into a 
world forlorn … ‘

The above is a verse from one of our best-loved carols 
and was heard last Christmas at a concert by the 
Salvation Army Band at All Saints Welborne when the 
front-page picture was taken. Sadly, it’s unlikely to be 
heard at churches in our villages this Christmas when the 
promise of the birth of new life that will lift our world from 
darkness is, once again, so widely needed. 

The renewed restrictions on movements and activities that the pandemic has brought 
demand fresh creativity and versatility and above all, hope. It was with hope and 
enthusiasm that the idea of a village magazine for Mattishall came to the late Eve Hunt 
who was Miscellanea’s first editor. Sadly, Eve suffered a stroke shortly after the first 
publications and her husband Frank took on her role. Frank Hunt did a remarkable job 
as editor for seven years and established the magazine as a voice for the villages of 
Mattishall and Welborne, ensuring its survival through the revenue from advertising. Some 
of the magazine’s earliest contributors including Anna and Bill English and Tina Cooper 
still write for us today, while sadly many have moved or passed away. The revenue from 
our loyal advertisers has ensured that the magazine is still free to all delivered to your door 
by the dedicated team of volunteers.

It’s hard to believe that this is the 85th issue of Miscellanea and that I’ve worked as its 
third editor for almost 15 years. During that time, I’ve introduced sections in the magazine 
for our village youth and seniors as well as including regular crime-watch, food safety 
alerts and writing on topical subjects and local history, all of which seem well received by 
readers. Our Webmaster Ray Taylor now includes the magazine on the village website – 
www.mattishall-village.co.uk which gives Miscellanea world-wide readership. 

It’s been a pleasure and a privilege to edit our village magazine but it’s now time for me 
to move on and I’m so glad that Anne Jackson has agreed to take on my role. Anne has 
done a great job as my assistant and I’m sure she will bring fresh ideas for the magazine 
as she has in other areas of Mattishall. 

So, this is my last letter as editor of Miscellanea. But you’ve not heard the last of me and 
I shall continue to write articles and take photographs wherever and whenever I can.  
In the meantime, keep safe and don’t forget to smile. It lifts the spirits on the darkest of 
days.

Happy Christmas

From the EditorMiscellanea
Editorial Team

Editor Eileen Conway 
(01362) 858271

email: econway50@btinternet.com

Assistant Editor & Advertising 
Anne Jackson 

(01362) 858744
email: miscadvert@yahoo.com

Distribution Liz Hunton 
(01362) 850491

Article Contributors

Rupert Appleton
B O Bear

Helen Brook
Louise Chapman

Ray Cooper
Tina Cooper
Eddie Dalton
Heidi Dawson
Paula Gilluley
Nicky Grandy

Mike Nunn
Daniel Pratt

Adrian Rudge

from an idea by Evelyn Hunt and 
Loraine Gunsel

© Miscellanea
(original items not otherwise indicated)

Any views expressed in Miscellanea 
are not necessarily those of the 

publishers or the editorial team. Whilst 
every effort is made to ensure accuracy, 

we cannot accept responsibility 
for errors or omissions. We cannot 

guarantee the goods or services offered 
by advertisers.

MATTISHALL MEMORIAL HALL
South Green, Mattishall, NR20 3JT

Fully fitted kitchen, Bar available.

Ideal for any function

Includes computer access with  
drop down screen and projector

For further information contact

Keith Hudson 01362 850729, 07708085676
E mail keith.hudson12@hotmail.co.uk
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First Christmas Tree
Although Queen Victoria’s husband the German Prince Albert 
of Sax-Coberg is usually credited with bringing the Christmas 
tree tradition to England, writing in History Today author 
Alison Barnes reveals that it was fellow German and wife 
of George III, Queen Charlotte, who set up the first known 
English tree at Queen’s Lodge Windsor in December 1800. 

When young Charlotte left her German home and came to 
England to marry King George, she brought with her many 
of the customs that she had practised as a child, including the 
setting up of a yew branch in the house at Christmas.  But 
at the English Court the Queen transformed the essentially 
private yew-branch ritual of her homeland into a more public 
celebration that could be enjoyed by her family, their friends 
and all the members of the Royal Household. 

Legend has it that it was another German, Martin Luther the 
religious reformer, who invented the Christmas tree after one 
winter’s night in 1536 when he was walking through a pine 
forest near his home in Wittenberg.  He suddenly looked 
up and saw thousands of stars glinting jewel-like among the 
branches of the trees. This wondrous sight inspired him to set 
up a candle-lit fir tree in his house that Christmas to remind 
his children of the starry heavens from whence their Saviour 
came.  But German traditions had already been brought to 
England by the Saxons with their Yule Log practice of bringing 
light and warmth into our lives in the dark winter days also an 
ancient tradition in Europe.

By 1605 decorated Christmas trees had made their 
appearance in Southern Germany traditionally at the 
beginning of advent when the first candle of the advent 
wreath is lit. In other parts of Germany box trees or yews were 
brought indoors at Christmas instead of firs. In the duchy of 
Mecklenburg-Strelitz, where Queen Charlotte grew up, it was 
the custom to deck out a single yew branch.  The poet Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834) visited Mecklenburg-Strelitz 
in December 1798 and was by the yew-branch ceremony 
that he witnessed there, the following account of which he 
wrote in a letter to his wife dated April 23rd, 1799:  ‘On the 
evening before Christmas Day, one of the parlours is lighted 
up by the children, into which the parents must not go; a great 
yew bough is fastened on the table at a little distance from 
the wall, a multitude of little tapers are fixed in the bough ... 
and coloured paper etc. hangs and flutters from the twigs. 
Under this bough the children lay out the presents they mean 
for their parents …”  (it seems the other way round today). 

Queen Charlotte placed her yew bough in one of the largest 
rooms at Kew Palace or Windsor Castle.  Assisted by her 
ladies-in-waiting, she herself dressed the bough in a tradition 
still practiced by our present Queen Elizabeth.  And when all 
the wax tapers had been lit, the whole Court gathered round 
and sang carols.  The festivity ended with a distribution of 
gifts from the branches of the tree, which included jewels, 
toys and sweets.

These royal yew boughs caused quite a stir among the nobility, 
who had never seen anything like them before. But it was nothing 
to the sensation created in 1800, when the first real English 
Christmas tree appeared at court.  Instead of the customary yew 
bough, Queen Charlotte put up an entire yew tree, covered it 
with baubles and fruit and loaded it with presents.  It stood at the 
middle of the drawing room at Queen’s Lodge. 

 
Christmas trees now became all the rage in English upper-
class circles, where they formed the focal point at countless 
children’s gatherings. As in Germany, any handy evergreen 
tree might be uprooted for the purpose.  In 1804 Frederick, 
fifth Earl of Bristol, had ‘a Christmas tree’ for his children at 
Ickworth Lodge in Suffolk.  By the time Queen Charlotte died 
in 1818, the Christmas-tree tradition was firmly established 
in society, and it continued to flourish throughout the 1820s 
and 30s.

When in December, 1840, Prince Albert imported several 
spruce firs from his native Coburg, they were no longer a 
novelty to the aristocracy.  But it was not until periodicals such 
as the Illustrated London News, Cassell’s Magazine and The 
Graphic began to depict and minutely to describe the royal 
Christmas trees every year from 1845 until the late 1850s, 
that the custom of setting up such trees in their own homes 
caught on with the masses in England.

By 1860, however, there was scarcely a well-off family in 
the land that did not sport a Christmas tree in parlour or 
hall.  And all the December parties held for pauper children 
at this time featured gift-laden Christmas trees as their main 
attraction. The spruce fir was now generally accepted as 
the festive tree but the branches of these fir trees were no 
longer cut into artificial tiers or layers as in Germany, but 
were allowed to remain intact, with candles and ornaments 
arranged randomly over them, as at the present day.

Whatever their type or mode of decoration, Christmas trees 
have always delighted both children and adults alike. But 
perhaps no tree ever gave greater pleasure than that first 
magnificent Yuletide tree set up so thoughtfully by Queen 
Charlotte for the enjoyment of the children of Windsor.
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Christmas Trees 
 

will be on sale at Berry Hall, 
Honingham, Norwich NR9 5AX 
from 08.30 – 16.00 daily from  

Fri, 27th November to Weds 23rd December 
We are allowed to open during lockdowns 

 
NORDMAN Fir, NORWAY Spruce, BLUE Spruce  

from 3ft to 19ft, freshly cut from our own plantations.  
Also, some potted and rooted trees.   

For those shielding, buying from the window of your 
car and local deliveries should also be possible. 

 
Payment by card will be available for the first time, or 

cheques or cash (by exact amount in notes only) 
 

Netting will be included in the tree price and all prices 
of trees and sundries will be in multiples of £5. 

 
Rest assured we will make sure that buying your 

Christmas tree at Berry Hall is as Covid secure as 
possible and we look forward to seeing our old, and 

new, customers. 
 

First Christmas Card
Henry Cole (1808 – 1882) a prominent civil-servant, educator, 
inventor and the first director of London’s Victoria and Albert 
Museum. In the 1840s, Cole was instrumental in reforming the 
British postal system, helping to set up the Uniform Penny Post 
which had encouraged the sending of seasonal greetings on 
decorated letterheads and visiting cards. 

Horsley's design depicts three generations of the Cole family 
raising a toast in a central, hand-coloured panel surrounded 
by a decorative trellis and black and white scenes depicting 
acts of giving; the twofold message was of celebration and 
charity. Cole then commissioned a printer to transfer the 
design onto cards, printing a thousand copies that could be 
personalised with a hand-written greeting. Horsley himself 
personalised his card to Cole by drawing a tiny self-portrait 
in the bottom right corner instead of his signature, along with 
the date "Xmasse, 1843" (not easy to see here). 

The 'aesthetic' cards produced in this period were considered 
tasteful or ‘artfully refined’. With images of angels or nativity 
scenes they were sold in bookshops and stationers but 
were expensive at ninepence the two designs and aimed at 
bourgeois customers. Publishers such as Hildesheimer & Co. 
imported cheaper cards from Germany before producing 
the ‘penny basket’ in around 1879 which contained around 
a dozen cards sold through tobacconists, drapers and toy 
shops. The Half Penny Post, introduced in 1894, further 
boosted Christmas card sales, with the less expensive (both 
to buy and send) postcard format becoming most popular.

The Christmas card is firmly fixed in my own memory as the 
start of Christmas, bringing news and greetings from friends 
and family far away. The tradition of travelling home at this 
special time, for so many who live or work away from loved 
ones, may not be possible this year with the restrictions 
that CORONAVIRUS brings. Yes, for some, technology has 
brought us the magic of Skype and Zoom, but many older 
folks without the hardware or techno-savvy, cards or phone-
calls from friends or loved ones are treasured. 

There are so many opportunities now to create your own 
Christmas card just as the first one all those years ago. If you 
can’t do the E-card version or access other items on-line, make 
your own with a photograph. You can even get a passport 
photograph at Dereham Post office or Morrisons, stick it to a 
card or make your own design and being stuck-in at home 
should give us plenty of creative opportunities.

Greetings card, John Callcott Horsley, 1843, England. Museum no. MSL.3293-1987. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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Are	  you	  a	  budding	  journalist	  or	  
just	  like	  writing	  for	  pleasure?	  

Miscellanea	  is	  looking	  for	  new	  
talent	  to	  contribute	  with	  a	  regular	  
slot	  or	  one  off	  articles	  –	  please	   
contact	  Anne Jackson	  with	  your	   

ideas	  and	  get	  your	  pen	  –	  or	  should	  I	  
say	  keyboard,	  busy!	  

Autumn and Winter
pests to look out for
As summer ends and cooler weather arrives, wildlife which 
is usually confined to our gardens and fields, starts to look 
for warm places to survive during the autumn and winter 
months. This means they can enter homes, roof spaces and 
outbuildings. Householders and business owners may notice 
evidence of the arrival of some unwelcome guests - here are 
five of the most common to watch out for:

Cluster Flies arrive around the end of September to early 
October as the weather cools. Often found in loft spaces they 
become a nuisance as they enter upstairs rooms attracted by 
central heating or south facing windows on sunny days. So if 
you see flies in upstairs rooms in winter months, these are likely 
to be cluster flies. They also have a habit of returning to the same 
location year after year unless their numbers are controlled. 

Rats Rats spread bacteria and diseases. Damage and fire 
safety issues can be caused as their innate need to chew, can 
lead them to chew through electrical wires and water pipes. It 
is estimated that they are responsible for 25% of all electrical 
fires in buildings. As winter comes they like to come and 
share your nice warm space in attics and wall cavities. You’ll 
know they are present as you will hear scratching noises.

Mice As with rats, their tendency to gnaw at items found 
in homes and businesses can cause safety issues, such as 
increased risk of fire and flood from chewing through wires 
and pipes. They can also carry salmonella and like to enter 
warm spaces for the winter. 

Grey Squirrels A destructive creature, 
the grey squirrel is also capable of chewing 
through plastic and metal. As with rats 
and mice, they have the potential to cause 
considerable damage to property and electrical wiring. Like 
rats they have a tendency to come into loft spaces during the 
winter months. 

Moles Moles are most active in autumn, winter and spring, 
causing damage to lawns. As the wetter weather arrives, 
bringing about an abundance of earth worms which is their 
preferred diet, their excavations looking for this food supply 
in your lawn, results in piles of mole earth being heaved up 
creating uneven surfaces.

If you would like any advice on dealing with rodents, 
mammals or insects on your property or business premises, 
please get in touch with me on 07876 14 11 53 or visit 
http://www.ladymolecatcher.co.uk/ 

Louise Chapman BA (hons) PGCE

MATTISHALL FOOTBALL CLUB
The football club is up and running again with lots of 
conditions to follow covid guidelines.

Everything has to be sanitised - match and practice balls, 
goalposts and corner flags at start and half-time during games.
Having said that we are coping ok.

During the lockdown period the club have been trying to 
update the facilities at the ground and with the help of grants 
from the football foundation have purchased new goals and 
a container to house our tractor and mower as we lost our 
previous storage due to building works on the adjoining site.  
Without this and other sponsorship local clubs would not be 
able to survive as costs continue to rise each season.

We have a superb main club sponsor in Clean and Coat 
home improvements who provide our team kits.  Summit 
heating have sponsored training sweatshirts for the players 
to wear during the winter months and are much appreciated.
On the playing front the 1st team are currently 4th in the 
Premier League of the Anglian Combination League with the 
reserves 11th in Division 3.  There is a home game at the club 
every Saturday and the club would be more than pleased to 
see you come and give your support and maybe enjoy an 
after-match pint in the social club.

If anyone is interested in 
sponsoring a 1st team 
match for £40 you will get 
match day hospitality and 
an advert in the match day 
programme for the season.

Please contact the club 
secretary on 07546930379 
for details.

You might not be able to see your usual live football 
– but you can always see Mattishall FC! 

Eddie Dalton
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TANKREPLACEMENTSERVICES.CO.UK

01362 687144

PLASTIC AND STEEL
OIL TANKS IN STOCK

For excellent value oil-fired boiler services, call TRS.
Our technicians are OFTEC trained and registered, so 
you can be assured that your boiler is in safe hands.

99% recommend us

OIL BOILER
SERVICE, INSTALLATION & REPAIR

Oil Boiler Installations

Oil Boiler Servicing

Breakdowns & Repairs

Plumbing & Flushing

System Upgrades

The trusted local family business most often rated
10/10 by customers for quality, service and value

PROTECTING OUR 
ENVIRONMENT
SINCE 1995

25
YEARS

Your old tank removed

OIL TANKS 
SUPPLIED & 
INSTALLED
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Our lady from the library
There’s no place like it
Home – a small word, not even long enough to make a decent 
anagram of unless you’re a physicist where EOhm might be a 
green unit of resistance or Emoh which to be even nerdier could 
be a green unit of conduction. So, it’s not a great word but 
it holds in its tiny self an unimaginably huge concept. ‘Home 
is where the heart is’, ‘There’s no place like home’, ‘Driving 
home for Christmas’ as Chris Rea intoned in his famous song. 
Christmas being an exact example of what home means to 
many people. Most of us wish to have Christmas at home with 
our loved ones or the equivalent in the US Thanksgiving where 
folk strain themselves to be home to celebrate the festival. 
Home is like no other place.

Now I have been lucky, or maybe not, to live in a multitude of 
houses during my lifetime, but I couldn’t have called them all 
home. There was the first home I ever remember only vaguely 
and only because there is a photograph of me in it a bulging 
nappy swinging under a pink dress and a balaclava (I had 
persistent ear infections) cheerfully brandishing a tin bucket 
of mud pies to the photographer. We were there only briefly 
until my younger sister emerged and the four of us decamped 
from Yorkshire to Essex where we lived in a large two-bedroom 
semi-detached house and where I suffered all my child hood 
illnesses snuggled up on the made up bed on our settee 
downstairs where mother could keep an eye on me. This was 
home for me until I was ten and nearly at high school. This 
was where we would go next door and ask, “Can Billy come 
out to play?” make dens in each other’s gardens and re-enact 
the battler of Rourke’s Drift with a tin soldier and a single Zulu 
warrior as props.

We moved on to another house in the same area but larger and 
with it came a different set of friends. Billy came all the way 
from three roads down, but it wasn’t the same. We’d moved 
on. This was home now. This house had four large bedrooms 
and a decent sized garden big enough for football and rugby 
and dens again. Our neighbours were more numerous, and 
we formed our own little gang in the cul de sac, standing 
proud against interlopers who lived on the main road telling 
them that they were not welcome. “Go and play in your own 
home,” we would cry with quite unnecessary venom. So, this 
was the home I lived my formative years in. I went from ten to 
twenty with truly little interruption, worked in London but came 
home to No.2 the Greenway every night.

After my so-called gap years spent earning money and 
broadening my horizons, home was left behind for student digs 
as I went up to University in Newcastle upon Tyne. None of the 
four next houses, abodes or dwellings could be categorised as 
homes because No.2 was where I would return every summer 
and Christmas except for one when I was nursing and newly 
married. I worked Christmas morning and came back to our 
little flat afterwards to find a cooked chicken and a pile of 
unprepared vegetables. I was homesick. But it was our own 
home.

Earlier living spaces included the first year in Halls where I 
met what turned out to be my better friends and my really 
best friend and with whom I still commune. She and I rented 
a terraced two bedroomed flat in our second year. When we 
viewed it in the previous summer it was not quite finished, and 
our Indian landlord promised all would be well for September. 
Although I had made my own way to Uni in my first year with 

a suitcase and a trunk, my father was kind enough to drive me 
up to Newcastle in my second year as I needed more stuff. 
This was a proper house not just a room, and I’m glad he did 
because we had neither electricity nor water when we arrived 
at our newly refurbished flat and it took father to help us attain 
both as we were in over our heads.

Bernadine, for it was she, and I tried to make the place our 
own sticking up posters of the Royal Shakespeare Company 
on our walls and getting cheap seats for all their performances 
so that the programmes made it onto the walls too. This was 
our year of culture. We moved two streets up the West Road 
for our next year as the first flat turned out to have bed bugs 
and more slugs than we cared to cope with. We had a special 
implement for the removal of the unwanted creatures -a metal 
fish slice which I promise you never to saw the inside of a 
frying pan. Our next flat and our second year saw us in a 
more modernised flat with cleaner mattresses and a dearth 
of slugs. We took the fish slice with us in case, but I never 
dared walk barefoot in the flat. I think that could be a distinct 
description of home - a place you can walk barefoot. It was 
at this second flat that my romance with my future husband 
burgeoned and he would visit regularly which impinged rather 
on my relationship with Ber, so the next year he and I got a 
sub warden’s flat in the Hall of residence I’d started out in. it 
was tiny and compact and we could eat at high table if we 
wanted but I preferred us eating on our own as did most of the 
married sub wardens.

As Robin was doing his PhD and I was nursing post University, 
we finished our stint in Halls and were then offered the 
downstairs flat owned by one of his co-workers. This was 
luxury compared with the state of the other modified houses 
and had a washing machine and a yard with a clothes line. 
Now we were playing at being real grownups. Mind you we 
still went ‘Home’ for Christmas, that is down south. We stayed 
there and enjoyed dinner with friends and visits to the pub with 
our landlord and it was all very amicable…that is until Home 
was threatened.

My parents wanted to move from No.2 and find a nice little 
retirement business. Mother was finished with teaching and 
father with commuting, but they felt they still had life in them 
yet for further adventures. I found myself pregnant with Kate at 
the same time as they were contemplating moving and unsure 
how I was going to work and raise a child with only one 
neighbour I knew, and she was a doctor. So, we asked to 
be included in the great adventure and moved back Home to 
have the baby then trawl most of Suffolk and Norfolk looking 
for a nursery cum garden centre or a Post office with sufficient 
income to support us all. We found such a place in Rockland 
St Mary on the edge of the broads and all our dreams faded 
as time went on. Mother, who was post mistress contrived to 
catch pleurisy and pneumonia in our first winter and then had 
to do jury service leaving us with no choice but to buy in 
help for our family business; I had two more children in the 
bedroom above the post office , one of them so elegantly and 
quietly that I didn’t even wake the family. Mother brought tea 
in bed in the morning and found a small grandchild in the cot 
beside my bed.

The outcome of all this and including my sister the lifelong 
spinster marrying one of our delivery post men the devoted 
bachelor, we found we had to pay for other people to manage 
our family business. It was no longer viable, and we sold and 
moved here all together having become used to living as an 
extended family. This has been Home for more than twenty-five 
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Mattishall Darts
The Dereham Thursday Darts League has unfortunately been 
on a hiatus since early March, with no prospect of a return in 
the near future. This is how the league table looked when the 
season was paused:
DIVISION 1
Teams P W L GF GA PTS
Gressenhall SC B 4 2 2 23 13 23
Mattishall Swan 4 3 1 22 14 22
Swaffham Con Club 4 3 1 22 14 22
Colkirk Crown 3 3 0 20 7 20
Toftwood SC A 3 3 0 18 9 18
Cherry Tree 4 2 2 17 19 17
Royal Standard A 4 2 2 17 19 17
Gressenhall SC A 4 1 3 14 22 14
Toftwood SC B 4 0 4 10 16 10
Watton Willow House 3 0 3 9 18 9
Football Club 3 1 2 8 19 8

DIVISION 2
Teams P W L GF GA PTS
The Cock 4 4 0 27 7 27
Mattishall SC B 4 3 1 24 12 24
Railway Tavern A 4 3 1 24 12 24
Watton Kings Arms 4 3 1 21 15 21
Mattishall SC A 4 2 2 20 16 20
Cricket Club 4 3 1 19 17 19
Hingham SC 4 2 2 18 18 18
Whinburgh Mustard Pot 4 2 2 17 19 17
Railway Tavern B 4 1 3 17 19 17
Red Lion 4 1 3 17 19 17
Royal Standard B 4 0 4 8 28 8
Toftwood SC Ladies 4 0 4 4 32 4

The next round of the knockout cup is due to be played when 
the season does recommence, here is the draw:

Main Knockout Cup 1st Round (1 Leg only)
(Date to be confirmed)

Red Lion v Gressenhall SC A
Toftwood SC A v Watton Willow House

Cherry Tree v Hingham SC
Royal Standard A v Swaffham Con Club

Watton Kings Arms v Football Club
Mattishall Swan v Mattishall SC B
Cricket Club v Gressenhall SC B

Colkirk Crown v Toftwood SC Ladies

Daniel Pratt

years now, but I still don’t like it. It’s a seventies bungalow, 
without character never mind brick and flint. One of the rooms 
is always a mess and as we clear it another becomes the messy 
one and there’s no upstairs to hide things. Visitors are few and 
all the children have left home once and returned once too. 
We have more accumulated items of clothing than we have 
folk to wear them but as each child (two now married) returns 
they expect their items to be available. Home is where you 
dump things obviously. I’ve always been a fan of converting 
the triple garage and stable block into a home and moving in 
there but its never happened.

The final home is the care home my poor beleaguered father 
lives in. He had a bout of pneumonia and was hospitalised, 
but after a few days recovered enough to be transferred to 
a care home for recuperation. That was six weeks ago and 
now my aged Pater is bored rigid, unable to walk, thus at the 
mercy of care home staff for everything and because of Covid 
we can only visit him outside his room window, trussed up in 
masks. All we need now is for him to be released back into the 
wild, into the bosom of his family, Home. Then there will be 
deep sighs and much celebration. ‘East or west, Home is best’.

Tina Cooper

Are you helping 
or supporting someone?   

Covid19 and the lockdown has been particularly 
difficult for people supporting a vulnerable person and 
many people have found themselves in a carer’s role 
for the first time. You may not see yourself as a carer 
but if you are helping or supporting someone over 18 
years old who has health needs or disabilities you can 
access a new improved carers service in Norfolk. You 
may be supporting your husband who has dementia, 
your son with mental health issues or helping your 
elderly mum to live independently.  The service aims to 
improve the health and wellbeing of carers and support 
them. We know how stressful the role can be and that it 
is important carers can get the support they need.

The carers service can offer you advice, information 
as well as the help and support you need in your carer 
role. We can carry out a carers assessment to see what 
support you may require which can include a carer’s 
break or support from the Health and Wellbeing Fund.

Call our advice line on 0800 083 1148 to have a 
chat with our friendly advisers, it is open 7 days a week 
Monday-Friday 9am-8pm and Saturday and Sunday 
10am-2pm. You can also contact the service via the 
website: www.carersmatternorfolk.org.uk. 

Lindsay Goward
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Stirring up for Christmas 
The last Sunday before Advent is ‘Stir-up Sunday’, the day when 
traditionally families gather together to prepare the Christmas 
pudding. This year ‘Stir-up Sunday’ was on 24th November. 

Since Victorian times, British families have been gathering together 
on the last Sunday before Advent to get into the Christmas spirit 
and make a pudding for the big day. While it isn’t as widespread 
today as it was then, there's still a core group of passionate 
homebakers who celebrate Stir-up Sunday every year, a day 
when they'll make the best figgy pudding they can.

Even if the children are already writing their letters to Santa 
and the shops are fit to bursting with decorations, selection 
boxes and novelty festive gifts, it can seem a bit overeager 
to be in the kitchen preparing something that won’t be eaten 
for five weeks. But a good Christmas pudding needs time to 
mature; for the dried fruit to absorb the booze and all the 
flour, sugar and spices to come together and develop that 
wonderfully chewy, dense texture. Plus, with all those spuds 
to peel, turkey to baste and table places to set, it’s nice to 
have a made-from-scratch pudding that just needs steaming 
whilst everyone tucks into the main course. But why is there a 
specific day devoted to making Christmas pudding, and why 
are there so many customs and traditions associated with it?

Victorian Britain was a much more religious society than today, 
with nearly everyone attending church and the custom of 
exchanging gifts reserved for the wealthy. On the last Sunday 
before Advent began, churchgoers would be read to from the 
Book of Common Prayer of 1549, which begins ‘Stir up, we 
beseech thee, O Lord, the wills of thy faithful people’. Families 
were already creating the mixtures for their Christmas puddings 
(which were made popular by Queen Victoria’s husband 
Prince Albert) around this time as they took roughly five weeks 
to mature, so the two eventually became connected and the 
Sunday before Advent became known as Stir-up Sunday.
There is a tradition in the British Royal Navy that the youngest 
sailor and the ship’s commander should both be called together 
to stir the ships Christmas pudding on Stir-up Sunday and that 
this should be done with a wooden oar or paddle, to symbolise 
the wooden manger in which the baby Jesus was laid.

With the preparation of a Christmas pudding now associated 
with a Christian holiday, more traditions soon followed. A 
garnish of holly leaves represented Jesus’ crown of thorns, while 
originally only thirteen ingredients were included to represent 

Jesus and each of his disciples. The mixture even had to be 
stirred in a specific way – from east to west to pay homage to 
the journey undertaken by the three wise men. Every member 
of the family would take turns doing this as they were allowed 
to make a wish while doing so, which also gave the mother of 
the family a rest as the mixture was very thick and hard to stir!

In later centuries, silver coins were boiled inside the pudding, 
and if you found one in your slice, it was said you would 
be blessed with wealth and good fortune for the coming 
year. Silver, of course, was another one of those superstitions 
from pre-Christian times, when it was associated with the 
blessings of the moon. Silver was used to repel evil, demons 
and monsters. In later centuries this is why they thought some 
creatures could only be killed with a silver bullet. In certain 
seafaring communities, such as Hull, if a trawler man found 
a silver sixpence in a Christmas pudding he’d carry it in his 
pocket on every fishing trip to prevent misfortune and ensure 
a good catch. 

Christmas or yuletide was always a time when people would 
try to discover their fortunes for the coming year by watching 
how the yule log would burn or a hazelnut or an apple pip. 
Another Christmas custom was to send a girl of marriageable 
age out to fetch wood from the stack at night in the dark. The 
next morning, she would count the number of sticks she had 
gathered. An even number meant she would wed within the 
year, an odd number that she must wait. And this tradition 
of Christmas fortune-telling continued with the Christmas 

pudding. By the Victorian era, in addition to the silver coin, 
charms were concealed inside the pudding which would 
foretell the finder’s future. If you received a Bachelor’s Button 
or an Old Maids Thimble, you’d remain single but be happy 

Captain of a Destroyer in Scapa Flow stirring the Christmas Pudding with a wooden 
paddle, December 1942

A pudding should include 13 ingredients, representing Christ and his Apostles
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Stephen Garner 
Digger Hire, Landscape,

Driveways, Paving, Concreting
Property Maintenance, Fencing

Gates made to measure
Firewood 

Tel:07594 617511

during the coming year, but if you found a ring, marriage 
within the year was certain. A silver wish-bone or horseshoe 
would bring you good luck and a miniature anchor would 
pull you into safe, calm waters.

The custom of hiding objects in Christmas puddings also has 
medieval origins in the practise of baking a dried bean into 
a cake on Twelfth Night, a tradition which was recorded 
as early as the 1300’s. Whoever found the bean would be 
crowned king or queen of the final feast of Christmastide and 
would be able to command their ‘subjects’ to do whatever 
they wanted to amuse their ‘sovereign’, however bawdy or 
humiliating. But if the finder accidently split or broke the bean 
as they found it, they would be obliged to change into the 
clothing of the opposite sex for the feast. The man would be 
crowned queen for the night and the woman king.
As mentioned, the Christmas pudding as we know it is said 
to have been introduced to Britain by Prince Albert, consort 
of Queen Victoria, however it is thought that a version of the 
pudding was actually introduced from Germany by George I 
(sometimes known as the ‘pudding king’) in 1714.

But it also thought that the Christmas pudding may have 
evolved from a medieval dish known as 'frumenty' made 
from cracked wheat, currents or other dried fruit and spices, 
boiled together with milk or almond-milk or meat stock. This 
could be served sweet or could have scraps of meat such as 
beef, mutton or venison added to make a kind of pottage. 
It was more like a thick soup or stew than a solid pudding. 
A version was eaten on the fast days before Christmas in 
preparation for the coming Christmas feast, when it would 
be made without meat. It was often a frugal way of using up 
scraps. In the Celtic Christian tradition, it was eaten as part 
of the Christmas feast.

By the end of the 16th century a dish, known as 'plum 
porridge', consisting of raisins and spices boiled in fruit 
juices or meat-stock, thickened with breadcrumbs was served 
as the first course in the Christmas feast. It wasn’t until around 
1670, that it became the familiar solid round pudding boiled 
in a bag, known as 'figgy pudding' or 'plum pudding', the 
plums being raisins.

Indeed, even Charles Dickens mentions this festive ritual in his 
novel, ‘A Christmas Carol’:  
“In half a minute Mrs. Cratchit entered – flushed, but smiling 
proudly – with the pudding, like a speckled cannon-ball, so 
hard and firm, blazing in half of half-a-quarter of ignited 
brandy, and bedight with Christmas holly stuck into the top.”
And on that note, I wish you all: a very Merry Christmas and 
in the words of Tiny Tim “God Bless Us, Every One”

The Acorn Hut
Farm Shop & Plant Nursery 

Watercress Lane, Ma�shall, NR20 3RJ
Throughout December we will be open longer 

 Tuesday to Saturday 10am �ll 6pm, Sunday 10am �ll 4pm 
 We will close at 2pm on Christmas Eve & reopen on Wed, 6th January 21 
 

Tel: 07885 666868 or email: theacornhu�armshop@gmail.com 
 
 
 

We would firstly like to thank all our customers old & new
for your con�nued support over the last year & wish you all a

very Merry Christmas & Happy New Year. 
 
 
 
. 

We stock locally sourced Norfolk Ar�san products from around the county.
Fresh fruit & veg delivered daily.

We have a wide range of quirky gi�s in our shop & more to come!! 
 

As Christmas approaches we are taking orders for our Norfolk Ar�san 
Hampers, Christmas trees, fresh meat, joints & Norfolk Black turkeys. 

 
  Follow us on Facebook – The Acorn Hut Farm Shop & Plant Nursery or

Two Oaks Plant Supply for updates, events and late-night openings 
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MATTISHALL FRIDAY 
YOUTH CLUB
Hi and welcome to your News Blog! Sad to say not much to 
tell you this time.

ABOUT COVID19 AND YOUR CLUB
Those of you who come to Club most Friday evenings will 
know that sadly we had to close down at the end of March 
and have been unable to have you with us since then!  
Gloomy without you all!

We have been able to re-start for the month of August in a 
small way by using the sports ground outside the Memorial 
Hall. YMCA had contacted the listed family member of 
regular members to let you know about that ahead of the first 
session.  Some of you have joined us for those sessions and 
it was great to see you again. We really, really, really missed 
you all!

Since then for 5 weeks in October we have been able to meet 
inside the Hall, and under the latest Covid rules. Sadly, most 
of you decided not to join us.

I need to explain how that was working, as your 
safety from Covid was, and is, our top priority!

We were able only to have 5 of you in a “bubble” with 1 
YMCA staff member, and only a maximum of 2 “bubbles” 
at one time. Meaning that with only a maximum of 10 of 
you in each session, it meant that pre – booking with 
YMCA was essential to avoid disappointment on the day. 
Just arriving was not an option as we needed to know how 
many of you would turn up.

It also meant that no Tuck Shop was available for use.

It meant you observing any social distancing rules that you 
were asked to by your YMCA team, and if not then you would 
be asked to leave.

It meant bringing your mask and your personal bottle of drink 
should you need one. No food – anyway have we all put on 
some weight during lockdown??! I THINK SO!!

I know I know that’s a miserable way to run your Club, but 
you also know that we have to stick by the Government 
rules of the day for you, your family, and for us too 
to stay safe!

At the time of writing this Blog there are no plans in place 
after the end of October but we hope to start up again in 
the Spring when we can be outside. In the meantime, your 
YMCA Team Leader Rupert is writing to tell you about a new 
way for you all to stay connected.

So, stay with us until things get better - it won’t be forever, 
we will still be here for you all then, and please STAY SAFE! 

M & THE FRIDAY TEAM.

RE-OPENING SPRING 
2021

Mattishall Youth group update 
– Rupert Appleton YMCA Senior

News has just broken that a national lockdown is imminent.
Mattishall has looked with fresh eyes towards a new possibility 
of online youth groups. Change is inevitable; lockdown was 
probable. Your youth group is no exception so our team have 
pioneered the “www.ymcanorfolkyouthsuite.org” Which has 
given young people a new youth group. Our new plan has 
taken shape through Discord. Allowing a secure membership 
for youth to safety interact with staff in a scheduled timetable. 
Meaning Youth groups can virtually be coordinated. Supporting 
gaming and socialising safety with youth group friends. 
 
Our regular youth group will now be closed until spring 
2021. However, in order to keep this return date alive please 
be encouraged to be apart of our huge online community.

Young people and our team have been overjoyed with being 
able to meet consistently over the multiple weeks; enjoying 
crafts, zonal games, fitness, gaming sessions, sports, creative 
caring and support building. Much of this will be taken online 
and enhanced upon. So get Mattishall youth to the new youth 
group!

Join us & sign up via
www.ymcanorfolkyouthsuite.org
or scan this QR code.
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SUNNYSIDE FURNITURE 
& PROPERTY SERVICES

Based in Mattishall      
Mobile: 07799024900 or Tel: 01362850579 

Email:  kevin@sunnysidefurniture.com 
Website:  kevinkeeler.wixsite.com/sunnyside-furniture 

ALL HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Extensions, Loft Conversions, Oak Framed Outbuildings 
and Full Property Restoration 

Complete supply and fit Kitchen and Bathroom Service 

Over 35 years experience 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

www.clubwebsite.co.uk/mattishallyfc	

MATTISHALL	YOUTH	FOOTBALL	CLUB

	
IF	YOU	WISH	TO	PLAY	FOOTBALL	IN	A	FUN,	FRIENDLY	
ATMOSPHERE	THEN	PLEASE	CHECKOUT	OUR	WEBSITE	

AND	CONTACT	ONE	OF	OUR	TEAM	MANAGERS.	

• BE	PART	OF	A	FRIENDLY	TEAM	
• LEVEL	1	QUALIFIED	COACHES		

• OPPORTUNITY	TO	SIGN	FOR	TRAINING	AND/OR	MATCHES	
• ALL	TEAMS	IN	FA	AFFILIATED	LEAGUES	

MATTISHALL YOUTH F.C.
UNDER 10'S
Mattishall Youth U10’s have performed incredibly well this 
season so far, winning 5 and losing 1. One of our toughest and 
most hard working performances came away at Brandon where 
we claimed a 3-1 win. Our performances have seen us noticed 
and have now received promotion to a higher league already 
with only 6 games played. There has been some exceptional 
individual efforts this season, too many to name in fact.

We have also played a variety of teams through friendly 
matches, and these include a 9v9 against Norwich United 
in preparation for next season when we move up to a larger 
pitch and 9 a side.  We hope to continue helping our players 
develop and for them to be enjoying their football.

Me and Nathan would like to take the time to thank all 
the people involved with helping us manage the team and 
support our young players.

Will & Nathan

UNDER 11'S
Currently we have a playing squad of 12 and 15 attending 
training.

Played - 6 (All league no cup games assigned yet)
Won - 5
Drawn - 1
Postponed - 1
Goals scored 32 goals against 14

James & Pete

UNDER 14'S
Training evenings have been very well attended with regularly 
around twenty players partaking and all trying to improve 
their skills and match play.

Match wise we have had a great start to the season which started 
in mid-September with the team being unbeaten having won 
two and drawn two of the four games that they have played.

Meanwhile we would like to take the opportunity to thank 
everyone for their assistance which has enabled the smooth 
running of the team in these difficult and unprecedented 
times.  Our COVID officers - Andrew, Ruth and Ken - are 
deserving of high praise having provided great support on 
both training and match days.

All The Best and Keep Safe!

Paul & Paul

Phil’s Gardening Services
I am a friendly reliable chap based in Mattishall

I can offer grasscutting, 
hedgecutting,
strimming,
weeding,
shed/fence painting

07920104265
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Back Pain Myths and 
Current Recommendations
Back pain affects around a third of the UK population every 
year and accounts for around 11% of the total disability of 
our population. It is most common in those with manual jobs 
such as construction and care workers, as well as those over 
50 years of age.

Much has changed in the last few years, yet alone the last 
two decades, regarding how we treat and manage back 
pain. Here are some myths and out-dated beliefs that I’d like 
to put to bed!

The spine likes movement
Our spines love to move. They are designed to move. The 
many vertebrae which make up the spine are put together 
in a way that both protects the spinal cord and allows us to 
move freely.

Yet, go back to the late 1900’s and anyone suffering an 
acute bout of back pain was put on bed rest for two weeks! 
This is no longer the way that we deal with acute back pain. 
Movement, albeit gentle and controlled is now prescribed to 
help manage such episodes.

Your MRI report is not everything
Most people with chronic back pain will visit their GP and may 
be referred for an X-ray or MRI scan. These are fantastic tools 
for the use of diagnosing injuries and pain conditions. However, 
their results should always be taken with a pinch of salt!

Many studies have shown that abnormalities and degeneration 
are common in individuals who do not suffer with lower 
back pain! This is increasingly true the older we get. Disc 
protrusions and degeneration, as well as spinal stenosis 
and osteoarthritis are all a ‘normal’ part of ageing and do 
not necessarily cause a great deal of pain, yet seeing these 
words on an MRI report can illicit a great deal of concern 
and anxiety. This may result in an individual avoiding certain 
movements or activities in fear of damaging their back further, 
where in reality movement is the best medicine.

Discs can’t ‘slip’
Everyone’s heard the phrase ‘slipped disc’. But the truth is, 
vertebral discs cannot slip out from between two vertebrae. 
They are connected to the vertebrae above and below.

Instead, what is actually happening is a disc protrusion or 
herniation. This occurs when the disc bulges under pressure. 

The main problem with this is the potential for the bulge to 
press against the spinal cord or nerve roots, often resulting 
in pain, pins and needles, numbness and weakness in areas 
further down the body.

An MRI report of a healthy, pain free individual may document a 
disc bulge, but as long as this is relatively small and not impeding 
on the nerve root or spinal cord, there is often no pain.

Sciatica isn’t a condition
Sciatica is another term that often gets thrown around. 
Sciatica is a symptom, which is that of pain which radiates 
down the path of the sciatic nerve (through the buttock and 
down the back of the leg). This may be accompanied by 
tingling or numbness.

Sciatic symptoms can be caused by a number of conditions. 
Disc herniations (as discussed above) are one of the causes, 
as is spinal stenosis. However, it can also be caused by 
muscle tension and trigger points within the buttock muscles. 
In this case pain tends to start in the buttock rather than the 
lower back and is usually far easier to treat.

Heidi Dawson

Why I love ducks…

Potted duck

Giddy-up!

Single or…

…double bed?
Washing? In my opinion, 

it's very over-rated!
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Desert Island Discs
You are lucky this issue as you have a double helping of music 
choices.Marie and Tony Blackman of Mattishall Post Office 
have provided us with their favourite music and as an added 
bonus, they have added a cartoon of each of them – not sure 
which of them is the artist but they are easily recognised!

Marie - Of all my best-loved songs, the 
following come very high on my list.  
There was a time during my childhood 
when a party of one sort or another was 
taking place almost weekly.  Being the 
early ‘70’s, where kipper ties, hotpants 

and outrageous platform shoes were the norm, Maggie 
May by Rod Stewart was flying high in the pop charts.  
This song along with the now unusual smell of Party 7’s and 
cigarettes, mixed together with pickled onions, creates one of 
my happiest memories.

Growing up in London’s Docklands, my friend Lisa’s young, 
trendy parents, allowed us to play their records and ‘Songs 
in the Key of Life’ by Stevie Wonder was one of them.  
Love’s in Need of Love Today taken from the album is 
very apparent for the world we live in today as it was then.  
Our eldest son had his first dance on his wedding day to this 
beautiful record, such is its influence on us.  Then as 14-year 
olds, we graduated on to Bob Marley’s Jammin.

Stop another special song by Sam Brown is very bluesy and 
raw.  I generally connect with people who live on the fringes 
of society, who have perhaps had difficult upbringings which 
comes through in their singing.  It’s why I include Etta James 
I’d Rather Go Blind.

When I started college in 1979 a new group, UB40, had not 
long formed.  Their song Food for Thought whenever I hear 
it, takes me straight back to my student days.  We saw them at 
Blickling Hall not long after we moved to Norfolk in 2002.  It 
was very moving, though surreal listening to the gritty, sounds 
of my youth amidst a back-drop of grand splendour! 

At home on the week-end we play Sunday music where  
Sam Cook’s Wonderful World and Nat King Cole’s 
Nature Boy is often played. 

I love Kooks by David Bowie, it’s style and especially how 
it is a little naughty and rebellious, contrasting heavily with my 
strict catholic upbringing.  I imagine how frustrating he must 
have been for the authorities at the time and it makes me smile, 
I know my dad didn’t approve.  Another song I have played 
a lot during lockdown is Murder on the Dancefloor by 
Sophie Ellis-Bextor.  I find that it’s fun, easy going dance 
beat lifts my mood instantly. 

My luxury item would be Factor 50 sun cream.  I thought 
this might be a bit boring, so Googled to see what others had 
chosen.  I was delighted to learn Annie Lenox would take the 
same.  If it’s good enough for Annie, it’s good enough for me.

The book having had the biggest impact on me is To Kill A 
Mockingbird by Harper Lee.  The author, a deeply private 
person, un-accustomed to the lime-light and shunning fame, 
added to its appeal.

Tony - Born and raised in “corned 
beef city”, (Dagenham for those who 
are confused), I left school at sixteen 
and became a Postal Officer at Eastern 
District Office, Whitechapel, London, E1 
in February 1977. I met Marie through a 

work colleague, (apparently, she had visited the Post Office, seen 
me serving, and thought WOW!).We were married in 1985 
and have three wonderful fanatical West Ham supporting sons. 
After 25 years’ service I thought it time to “do it for ourselves”, 
so I became a Sub Postmaster and Mattishall was our live-in 
Post Office of choice. Choosing only 10 tracks was extremely 
difficult, but here goes...

1. My First, My Last, My Everything...Barry White 
Dedicated to my dear Marie, (clue is in the title), sung by The 
Walrus of Love.

2. The Streets of London...Ralph McTell The words are 
very poignant, and are just as current today as they were 
then, and will be tomorrow, a beautiful song.

3. Harry Hippie...Bobby Womack Also poignant, one 
of my all-time favourites from one of my favourite artists.

4. What A Wonderful World...Louis Armstrong You 
may have guessed by now how much the lyrics of a song 
matter to me, and this song says it all.

5. Bring It on Home to Me...Sam Cooke When we 
were first married, I used to play my collection of vinyl LPs 
constantly, mainly R&B, Soul, Motown etc, the likes of Marvin 
Gaye, Otis Redding, Ray Charles, Bobby Womack, and this 
track of Sam Cooke’s is a firm favourite.

6. John Dunbar’s Theme...John Barry, (composer), 
from the movie Dances with Wolves. A fabulous piece of film 
score from a magnificent movie beautifully shot with amazing 
cinematography.

7. That Lucky Old Sun...Ray Charles Again, the words 
have deep meaning, they are very sad, but also very uplifting. 
For Marie’s 30th Birthday I managed to obtain tickets to see 
the great man at the Royal Festival Hall on the Southbank. On 
the drive home I stopped and purchased us both a kebab, very 
classy, (you can take the boy out of corned beef city, but......).

8. Indeed, I Do...Frank Wilson In my humble opinion, 
the greatest ever Northern Soul track, again the lyrics are 
dedicated to Marie.

9. That’s Life...Frank Sinatra Simply put, “That’s Life”.

10. Imagine...John Lennon Yes let’s - enough said! 

My luxury item would be my American Pinball Machine, 
(converted to solar power, of course).

My choice of book would be Tolstoy’s War and Peace.
A simple choice really, as once on the island I would immediately 
set about fashioning myself a chair and table from driftwood, 
trees, etc. Should any of these turn out not to be quite level, then 
the scope of using the book to even up any unevenness (due to 
its many pages) would be invaluable.
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The Society was established for the public benefit and 
to stimulate public interest in the area, to promote high 
standards of planning and architecture and to secure the 
preservation, protection, development and improvement of 
features of historic or public interest. It was the initial purpose 
of the Society way back at the start and it has appeared on 
our membership cards ever since.

In February of 1973 the first Newsletter was published by 
the Society, a major discussion about the widening and re-
alignment of Mill Street and South Green, the major concern, 
if I read it correctly, was that the framed view of All Saints 
Church would disappear for ever if the tertiary route was to 
be taken through Church Plain.

The information I have available is that back in 1973 the 
subscriptions were 20p per year per person and there were 
five meetings each year including the AGM in May. The first 
speaker that year on the 10th September 1973 was a Mr 
Nolan, Clerk for Walsingham Rural District Council and his 
subject was 'Local Government Re-Organisation'.

That is how the Society was first started, today as time 
has moved on we now find ourselves evolved into more 
of a Social Society with excellent speakers and occasional 
events throughout the year, this doesn't mean that we ignore 
planning, architecture, preservation etc. That was then this 
is now.

The Committee, who meet on alternative months during the 
year, have a vast amount of experience and are able to put 
together events with a certain amount of knowledge coupled 
with investigation. Jenny Davies is our Speakers Secretary 
and did an excellent job with a good variety of Speakers for 
2020, unfortunately we only managed to watch and listen to 
Chile, Chilli and Chilly.  A few of those other Speakers will 
be making a return during 2021.

Carol Colledge is our membership Secretary and she can be 
contacted on 01362 858230 for more information on how 
to become a member, alternatively please do come along to 
any one of our meetings these are (when allowed) held on the 
second Monday of the month starting in March 2021 at the 
Memorial Hall, South Green starting at 7.30pm doors open 
from 7.15pm. There is a once a year fee of £5 per person 
and apart from a small raffle there are no extra charges at 
the meeting and includes tea or coffee and a biscuit or two.

Ray Cooper Chairman/Treasurer

MATTISHALL
SOCIETY

W I N T E R  2 0 0 8

NEWS
The 
Mattishall 
Society

FOOD RECALLS
About food recalls and withdrawals
If there is a problem with a food product that means it should 
not be sold, then it might be 'withdrawn' (taken off the shelves) 
or 'recalled' (when customers are asked to return the product). 
The FSA issues Product Withdrawal Information Notices and 
Product Recall Information Notices to let consumers and local 
authorities know about problems associated with food. In 
some cases, a 'Food Alert for Action' is issued. This provides 
local authorities with details of specific action to be taken on 
behalf of consumers.

At the time of writing this article, there were four alerts in 
the previous five days and after a closer look there were, 
on average, five recalls per week.  Admittedly, some were 
extended recalls but they were still there as items of concern.  
In fact, there were 45 pages of active recalls!  

By the time this magazine goes to print there will be 
approximately 15 new food recalls and as the magazine 
covers a couple of months, current alerts could be out of date 
so, instead of listing the most recent, you should log on to the 
FSA website and subscribe to their updates – that way you will 
always have the latest information for you and your family.

Best before and use by dates
Understanding 'best before' and 'use by' dates on food labels 
and how you must treat them differently.

Food may contain bacteria and if stored for too long or at 
the wrong temperature, can cause food poisoning. So, it’s 
important to understand the different types of dates and 
advice on food packaging.

Use by dates are about safety
A use by date on food is about safety. This is the most important 
date to remember. Foods can be eaten until the use by date 
but not after. You will see use by dates on food that goes off 
quickly, such as meat products or ready-to-eat salads.

For the use by date to be a valid guide, you must carefully 
follow storage instructions. For example, if the instructions 
on the packaging tell you to refrigerate after opening, you 
should keep the food in a fridge at 5°C or below. Find out 
more about chilling your food correctly.

After the use by date, don't eat it, cook it or freeze it. The 
food could be unsafe to eat or drink, even if it has been 
stored correctly and looks and smells fine. A lot of foods, 
including meat and milk, can be frozen before the use-by 
date though so plan ahead.

Best before dates are about quality
The best before date, sometimes shown as BBE (best before 
end), is about quality and not safety. The food will be safe to 
eat after this date but may not be at its best. Its flavour and 
texture might not be as good. Best before dates appear on a 
wide range of foods including:

• frozen foods
• dried foods
• tinned foods

The best before date will only be accurate if the food is stored 
according to the instructions on the packaging.
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Chris Baile  
Brickwork 

Specialist in all aspects of brickwork  
including: 

Historic and Restoration 

Flint work 

New Build 

Extensions 

Telephone:  07723 094836  
Email: chrisbaile@hotmail.com 

Please visit my website 

chrisbaile.com 
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Offering the highest levels of care 
and attention to the towns and 
villages of South Norfolk. 
 

Always here when you need us.  
 
Always here when you need us. 
Tel: 01953 850330 (24 Hours) 
 
The Old Dairy, 15 Norwich Street, Hingham, NR9 4LJ 6BN 
 
hingham@ivanfisherfunerals.co.uk 
www.ivanfisherfunerals.co.uk JJaassoonn  DDaavviieess,,  FFuunneerraall  DDiirreeccttoorr  
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The Centre Section Dedicated To Young People in Our Area

youth!

1st Mattishall & District Scout Group
Scout HQ – On the grounds of the Mattishall Primary School
Through a fun youth activity programme we try to prepare young people with skills for life.
We encourage our young people to do more, learn more and be more.

******    1st Mattishall scouting is for GIRLS and BOYS aged  6 – 14       ******

THE 3B's = Beavers Bounce Back. We came back having 
spent the lock-down and summer holidays completing over 
50 badges between us. One of our beavers, George, got 
a special award in recognition of his fund raising efforts 
for the NHS Covid relief fund, he had a lemonade stall and 
raised £450. Our meetings together allowed us to learn 
about Mental Health support for us and our friends, the UK 
Parliament and then a Bingo session, with everyone being 
a winner of at least one prize each. We now have at home 
sessions from folders and bags, it'll hopefully end up with 
more badges to be given out and ultimately more Bronze 
Awards, just like Jack completed his.

Cubs Its been great to be back and to see all the cubs so 
happy and enthusiastic, one of our new social distanced 

games is indoor skittles. This term we have focused on the fun 
and enjoyment scouting can offer by taking part in the canal 
trust challenge and youth in parliament. Our parliament 
debates gave some interesting results with a vote to keep 
games technology over banning of all confectionery, whilst 
they all chose to keep PE rather than go to school on a 
Saturday morning – even those who don’t like PE!

Scouts activities are being focused on being outdoors this 
term. On a sunny September day Scouts participated in the 
annual Norfolk Churches Trust bike ride visiting 15 different 
local churches between them. Scouts have also enjoyed 
games in the dark and a night hike learning to identify local 
native trees. They then explored closer to the tree tops at 
Go Ape in Thetford forest. We hope to continue to have fun 
outdoors despite the winter nights.
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Our new intake of Reception children 2020/2021 have made a 
great start to their learning journey at Mattishall Primary School. 
They have been very busy this term getting to know each other 
and learning about their new environment and routines. 

We have shared many stories including The 3 Little Pigs, 
Goldilocks and the 3 Bears, The Enormous Turnip, The Colour 
Monster, Leaf Man and many more. 

We have been pleased with how they have settled in. Orange 
Class, Year One have been learning about primary colours and 
colour mixing. We listened to the magical story of The Great 
Blueness by Arnold Lobel which told us how colour got into the 
world. We created some abstract art to learn the techniques 
of colour mixing and to explore the joy of seeing how all the 
colours changed as we mixed different combinations. We also 
learnt how to use common shapes as a guide to draw – we 
made some beautiful wizards by drawing triangles. 

Year 5 have been learning about Viking jewellery. We learnt 
what it was made from, who used to wear it and the type of 
jewellery they wore. The children then designed 3 brooches and 
chose one to make. We have made two versions using different 
material. One is made from clay, which we will paint. The other 
we have also used clay to make a mould, later we will pour 
plaster into our moulds so we have a plaster brooch as well.

Pumpkin Carving Competition
The children were asked to carve pumpkins for a competition. 
The entries were judged internally by staff.  The prizes were 
awarded to:

Key Stage 2
Winner: Poppy (Year 4)

Runner up: Natalie (Year 3)

EYFS/Key Stage 1 
Winner: Caitlin (Reception)

Runner up: Arabella (Reception)

The children in Blue Class have been studying the Anglo-
Saxons in the topic work. They were set a home learning 
challenge: Can you make an Anglo-Saxon dragon boat or an 
Anglo-Saxon village? As you can see, there were some very 
impressive models. 
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Headteacher Report 
This year has been very challenging for us all due to 
COVID and the implications that it has had for all of 
us. However, we have been delighted to see all of our 
children return to school after the Summer, supported 
by their parents, who in turn have been very grateful to 
have their children back in school full-time.

We have altered many routines and are not operating 
as we would 'normally' but we are now in the new 
normal and children and staff have adapted to changes 
in an extremely positive way and enjoyed getting back 
to learning. We are currently working in Year group 
'bubbles' and are not using communal areas or having 
opportunities to come together as a whole school, but 
this has worked well for us. We have been very lucky 
and our attendance rate hasn't been affected to date.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank parents, 
children and staff for adopting this new normal without 
question and working together to develop the teaching 
and learning in school. Together we are stronger and 
we will continue to thrive until COVID is no longer a 
threat. 

Mr T Chapman
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Rockinghorse Daycare, in Mattishall, provides quality care for 
children between the ages of 3 months and 5 years. We also 

provide additional facilities for school-age children in the form of 
‘Stallions’ our Breakfast, After- School and Holiday Club. 

Open 8.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m. Monday to Friday, 51 weeks of the 
year (excluding Bank Holidays.) 

15 & 30 hours Early Years Free Entitlement available. 
Tax free childcare and childcare vouchers accepted.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Contact 

  Debbie or Ruth on 
01362 850409 

rockinghorse.daycare@yahoo.co.uk 

Rockinghorse 
Daycare 

GARDEN CARE

Friendly, Reliable and Caring 
Garden Maintenance Service

Royal Horticultural
Society Qualified 

Fully Insured

Contact Rod Hillyer
Tel: 01362 694088

Mobile: 07514 006531 AN
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PAINTER & 

DECORATOR 
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 
FREE ESTIMATES, COMPETITIVE RATES 
OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
 
CALL GLENN ON      01362 853226
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CHIMNEY	SPECIALIST	
Brian	Lansdale	

BUILDER	
9	Cherry	Tree	Close	
MATTISHALL	

Dereham	

MOB:	07799355146									Home:	01362	288068	
brianlansdale@gmail.com	
lansdalechimneybuildersandrepairs.co.uk	

MATTISHALL VOLUNTEER HUB
As I write this we are in the first week of a second lockdown so, once 
again, Mattishall Volunteer Hub is stepping up its response to the 
situation by providing free help and support to the residents of our 
community. Following a very busy time during the Spring lockdown, 
the demand for our help dropped off significantly but MVH was still 
‘ticking along’, continuing to collect prescriptions, shopping and 
carrying out practical jobs where people still felt uncomfortable, or 
were physically unable, to do so themselves.

Of course, this reduction in the number of requests was a good thing 
in many ways. It meant that family and friends were, once again, 
able to move around to support many of the people that we had 
been assisting. Residents had become more aware of neighbours 
who might need a helping-hand. Our service users themselves could 
also venture out of their houses and into shops, businesses and other 
people’s homes. 

What has become apparent during this time is the need for social 
contact and so some of our volunteers have been telephoning and 
writing to people who are still shielding or are missing the regular 
social activities that they normally enjoy or who are simply feeling 
lonely or bored. It’s amazing just how much difference it can make 
to someone’s day to have a bit of a chat - or a ‘mardle’ as my 
Norfolk-born kin would say! If you, or anyone you know, is missing 
seeing their family and friends or not able to attend their usual coffee 
mornings and activity groups then just a friendly phone call from one 
of our volunteers could help. If you’re able to get outdoors for some 
exercise then a volunteer could go for a (socially distanced) walk with 
you providing an ideal opportunity for a chat.

Meanwhile, work has been going on to develop MVH into a 
permanent Good Neighbour Scheme. Our friends at Community 
Action Norfolk are supporting us and all of our volunteers are now 

covered by their insurance and many either already have, or are 
in the process of getting, DBS checks. Thanks to our grant from 
Norfolk Community Foundation, the volunteers are issued with ID 
cards, face masks and hand sanitiser in order to be able to carry 
out the requested tasks as safely and securely as possible both for 
themselves and for the Mattishall and Welborne residents who they 
are supporting.

For now, MVH continues to respond to the CV-19 situation but you 
don’t have to be affected by the pandemic restrictions to be able 
to use our service. It may be that you are struggling with illness, 
loneliness, disability or immobility, have just come out of hospital 
or are caring for an elderly relative or sick child and are unable 
to leave them. It doesn’t matter how young or old or what your 
particular circumstances are, MVH is here to help - and if the request 
is for something that we are unable to provide, such as transport or 
coming into your home for any reason, then we will happily provide 
information about where that help can be found locally.

Making everyone aware that MVH exists, what we can offer - and 
the fact that we provide our services completely free of charge - is still 
a priority, especially for people who don’t have internet access, so 
watch out for our new leaflets and posters and if you know of anyone 
who could benefit from our help, please pass on our details.

As the nights draw in and the weather deteriorates, another 
national lockdown presents even more challenges especially to the 
more vulnerable and isolated of our residents. MVH is very much 
still here with a team of willing volunteers who are all, themselves, 
Mattishall and Welborne residents and are really keen to support 
their community.  

Helen Brook - Mattishall Hub Coordinator 
07940 764588
mattishallvolunteerhub@outlook.com

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SOUTH GREEN PARK, MATTISHALL 

 
We offer quality home from home care and 

education for children aged between 6 
weeks to the end of Primary School 

 
We run from a purpose built building with 
ample free parking and two large gardens 

 
Full Ofsted Registered 

 
Pre-School open 08:00 – 18:00 

Government Funding available for 3 & 4 Year Olds 
 

Various sessions and hours available to suit your 
family 

 
For Further Details Please Contact: 

Louise or Julie on 
01362 850947 

Or visit our website at 
www.bishybarnabees.co.uk 

BISHY BARNABEES DAY 
NURSERY
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Senior Slot
Keeping well 
this winter
Changes to our bodies as 
we get older mean that cold 
weather and winter bugs 
affect us more than they used 
to. This winter we will also 
need to live with coronavirus, which we know can have more 
of an impact the older we are.

What you can do 
As we age, our immune system becomes weaker and less 
able to fight off viruses. We lose muscle mass which helps 
to keep us warm and keep us moving about. And the cold 
makes health conditions harder to manage, or even effect 
our hearts and circulation. The good news is there are lots of 
things we can do to help keep well in winter

Keep moving
Try not to sit still for more than one hour at a time. You might 
not think it, but even a little bit of activity can help you to 
keep strength and mobility.

Eat well 
Spending more time indoors more and doing less of the things 
we enjoy means it can be difficult to keep up the motivation 
to prepare meals. Try to keep a bit of a routine and eat what 
you can. If you've recently lost weight without meaning to or 
have a smaller appetite than usual, find out why this might 
be and what you can do to help. The most important thing 
is to eat, even if the only thing you fancy is a slice of cake, 
something is always better than nothing.

Get your free flu jab – even if you're fighting fit
Everyone aged 65 and over, and anyone who cares for a 
friend or family member, is entitled to a free flu jab from the 
doctor or pharmacist. To protect the most vulnerable during 
the coronavirus pandemic, there are additional groups who 
can get the jab free this year, including personal assistants and 
people who live with someone who was asked to shield during 
Spring lockdown. The vaccines for over 65s has an agent in 
which helps to boost your immune system’s response to the 
vaccine. Even if you’re fit and healthy, it’s a great idea to get 
the jab to help protect yourself and others.

Make sure your home is warm enough
Try to heat your home to a steady and comfortable 
temperature throughout the day. It's also a good idea to keep 
your bedroom window closed at night when the weather is 
coldest and close the curtains at dusk to keep the heat in.

Wash your hands regularly
This is important now more than ever. It's simple but effective 
– washing your hands helps stop germs spreading and can 
help you stay well.

Wrap up well and stay stocked up
Layering's the best way to keep warm in winter. If you're 
heading out, don’t forget the temperature can drop drastically 
as the sun goes down so take woollies out with you, even if 
you don’t need them immediately. It could be a good idea to 
stock up on cold and sore throat remedies. Your pharmacist 
can give you advice if you're feeling under the weather 
about what might help.

Remember if you need help or advice you can contact 

Or the Mattishall Volunteer Hub on 07940 764588

Age UK Advice Line
0800 678 1602

is free to call 8am – 7pm 365 days a year
Age UK are well aware that arranging social care 
can be a challenge. From knowing where to start, 
what type of care and support you need and who 
pays for it, there are lots of questions to ask. But they 
remind us that we are not alone — they are to help us 
through the process.

 general plumbing   overflows
 leaks   showers fitted and repaired
 burst pipes   toilets   bathrooms
 taps   radiators and valves fitted

Call Adrian on 01362 694286 /  07951 114440
enquiries@amhplumbing.co.uk

www.amhplumbing.co.uk

Specialising in small jobs

Call Adrian on 01362 694286 /  07951 114440
enquiries@amhplumbing.co.uk

www.amhplumbing.co.uk

 leaks, overflows & burst pipes
 taps repaired & replaced   outside taps

 toilets repaired   ball valves
 washing machines & dishwashers plumbed in

 showers fitted & repaired 
 bathrooms fitted & tiled
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It can be a dramatic event or a simple, everyday thing. 
Perhaps it is a time where you: made a hard choice, made 
a big change, spoke up, faced a fear, reached out, kept 
going against the odds, persisted through a difficult time, 
took a risk, or stepped into the unknown... More can be 
found on the website. 

So don’t forget, log on to thesilversocial.com and join 
their mailing list – be the first to learn about their next exciting 
programme.

The Silver Social 
As some of you will have read in previous issues, the Silver 
Social is an exciting programme of daytime arts events in the 
heart of Norfolk, promoting engagement and participation 
among older residents in rural communities. The project's first 
three years, 2017 - 2020, was funded by the Arts Council 
and managed by Breckland Council and after great success, 
Breckland Council took the decision to fully fund the Project 
for a further three years.

The Silver Social brings 'something a little different' to daily 
life in rural Breckland - in the form of creative workshops 
and live performances. Events have been held in familiar 
venues in the market towns but obviously, with the current 
pandemic, they have been unable to meet in person, but are 
running Silver Social events in an adapted form online or 
by telephone through Zoom. You can now enjoy their high 
quality arts workshops and performances while staying safe 
in the comfort of your own home. All of their online events 
are FREE to attend. 

At the time of writing, the Spring 2021 programme has not yet 
been published but keep checking the Breckland Silver Social 
website to make sure you don’t miss out on the interesting 
and enjoyable workshops.

There were three events offered this autumn and I’m very 
sorry to have missed the Indian dance workshops full of 
playful hand gestures, rhythmic clapping and fun footwork 
(that could have been done seated). The workshops were 
set to funky folk tunes that, apparently, would have got you 
grooving, feeling full of beans and smiling to the colours 
of autumn. Did anyone reading this participate in these 
workshops? We would love to hear how you got on, email us 
on miscadvert@yahoo.com

I was lucky, however, to enjoy the four week Relaxation 
Through Art watercolour workshops. Each week we had 
a different focus allowing us to develop new skills as we 
explored watercolour painting together, whilst following 
Barbara Coyle, the tutor’s organised step by step approach. 
And - all the equipment needed for the workshops was 
delivered to me at home: paints, paper and brushes.

The third event this Autumn, titled “Stories of Strength” 
and is still ongoing so you could take part, the deadline 
being 31st December 2020. Most people think they have 
no story of strength to share...But everyone does! The Silver 
Social would love to hear your story!

!

Mattishall Oil Price Savings Scheme 
(MOPS) 

Time to fill up your heating oil tank?  
Do you think you are paying too much?  

 Want to join one of the biggest syndicates
 in the region that orders in total up 

to 70,000 litres of oil per month? 
 

It costs you nothing to join – no obligation at any time 
Endorsed by Community Action Norfolk 

 
Contact Mike Onassis on 01362 858222 or 07773 330109

 

email:  mike.onassis@btinternet.com 
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 COMPANY         REFRESHMENTS  
  ADVICE     FUN    MUSIC   GAMES 
  DISCUSSION        and more……. 

THE LINK        - MATTISHALL DEMENTIA

                  SUPPORT GROUP                               

Mattishall Methodist Church 10-12 
First & Third Tuesday of the month 

We are temporarily closed owing to Covid-19  

Tel: Melanie on 01362 858799 or Lynda on 
01362 857810 for more information.

Exciting times for 
Mattishall Golf Club

Mattishall Golf Club has at times been one of the forgotten clubs 
in Norfolk, but not anymore. Debbie Bales took over the running 
of the club three years ago and she has completely transformed 
the whole place and put Mattishall Golf Club on the map.

Over the past three years huge improvements have been made 
to the course and the clubhouse. Now Debbie’s vision has 
gone a big step further. What started out as a discussion for 
a shed as an indoor teaching facility has now turned in to an 
indoor golf academy that is unique to Norfolk and to rival the 
best. The vision was to create an indoor facility that would be 
a venue for the whole family to visit. And she has achieved it.

We now have an academy with 3 Trackman Golf simulators 
where you can play 75 different courses from par 3 courses 
to The Old course at St. Andrews. As many of you will 
already know Trackman is used by many of the top touring 
pro’s to accurately work out the different distances etc. that 
they are hitting the ball. This opportunity is now available for 
everybody to use at Mattishall Golf Club. From practicing 
your putting to full out drives in different practice scenarios to 
give you all of the information that you would need.

The academy also has a fully licensed bar, with a café 
opening soon and a well-stocked Pro-Shop which also offers 
golf club custom fitting.

To complete the indoor golfing experience a 9 hole indoor 
mini golf course is also going to be built and will be hopefully 
completed before Christmas. This makes it the perfect venue 
for the seasoned golfer, beginner or the whole family to enjoy. 

Membership packages are available for the academy but 
the whole facility is open to the public, so if you’d like to 
come along and have look please feel free to do so. We 
pride ourselves in being a friendly welcoming club, we look 
forward to seeing you. 

The academy is open 12 – 10pm Monday to Saturday and 
12 to 6pm on Sunday.

More information can be found on the website www.
mattishallgolfacademy.co.uk or telephone 01362 882556.

Adrian Rudge Club Manager/PGA Professional
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FREE
PLANNING 

& DESIGN

Our designers visit your customer’s 
home to measure up and discuss the 
best layout and use of space.

WITH YOUR
HOWDENS 
TRADE ACCOUNT

Howdens Joinery Dereham
Ambassador Way, Dereham NR20 3TL

Tel: 01362 242000  •  E-mail: dereham@howdens.com

Monday - Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm & Saturday 8:00am - 12:00pm

KITCHENS

JOINERY

HARDWARE

FLOORING

APPLIANCES

TRADE ONLY

Howdens.com

TUFTED INTERIORS
39 Norwich Street

Dereham
Tel: 01362 695632

WE DON’T DABBLE
WE SPECIALISE IN FLOORING

With over 35 years experience in 
the flooring trade selling, laying and 
surveying, plus our vast selection 

of patterns in every type of flooring, 
come to the specialists.

So for all Your Carpet, Vinyls etc. Consult

THE EXPERTS
HOME VISITS ARRANGED DAY, 

EVENING OR WEEKEND TO SUIT
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
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Allotments Available
East Tuddenham Charities
Half or full allotments to suit all requirements. For more 
information please contact  Colin Cram 01603 880062

Mattishall Methodist Church
We commenced weekly worship at 2.30 pm on 6th 
September in the West Room where the small congregation 
met in accordance with Covid-19 restrictions.  Every other 
week a preacher led the service and on the other week a 
Fellowship service provided by the circuit was held.  Prayer 
meetings with Rev Anne Richardson were also held on the 
second Friday of the month from 8.45 to 9.15 am.  

Work in the chapel has been completed so that chairs can 
be suitably arranged to accommodate social distancing. See 
Noticeboard for service details when worship can commence 
again.

Mattishall and Tudd Valley Benefice
You would normally expect to see this issue of Miscellanea 
packed full of the Christmas activities and services happening 
at the churches in Mattishall and Welborne. We are unable 
to give you this information, because the government has 
not yet decided what churches will and won’t be able to 
do over Christmas. We are hoping church buildings will 
be open again, but that would probably be under the strict 
government restrictions we had before the latest lockdown. 
Even if we are open, we almost certainly will not be able to 
have congregational singing, so no carols. We will probably 
have to sit apart from each other, which cuts down how many 
people can come, and we will need to sit in masks. So very 
different from normal.

However, we haven’t given up, and are planning new and 
creative ways of doing popular services like Christingle, 
working out what is the maximum possible within the likely 
restrictions and planning things online that will work no matter 
what lockdown looks like. We are excited for these plans, but 
until we know exactly what the government decides, we can’t 
plan fully or publicise things that may well have to change, 
that’s why we can’t tell you more at the moment. So, keep an 
eye out on our website www.matvchurch.uk and Facebook 
page www.facebook.com/groups/matvchurch for all the 
details. On our website you can sign up for updates so you 
will know the moment we are able to say more. We will put 
posters up with any detail too.

We sincerely hope that we will be able to catch up with you 
one way or another this Christmas and assure you of our 
daily prayers for us all in these exceptional and challenging 
times.

DROP IN
Sadly we have been unable to restart the Drop In sessions 
as COVID 19 still prevents us meeting up. I fear it will still 
be some time before we are in a position to meet up again 
so I want to take this opportunity to wish everybody a  
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Here's hoping that 
2021 will be an improvement on this one!

I know some are still meeting in small groups of friends and 
a few of us are attending the occasional church service and 
meet up then, albeit with masks and from a distance.

Take Care and God Bless - Lizzie x

From the Surgery
Telephone: 01362 850227  Fax: 01362 858466
Pharmacy Telephone: 01362 858540
15 Dereham Road, Mattishall, NR20 3QA

Christmas Opening Times
Christmas Eve Thursday 24 December 2020
Mattishall Surgery 8.30am - 6.00pm 
Mattishall Dispensary/Pharmacy 8.30am - 6.30pm
Lenwade Surgery 8.30am - 12:00pm

Christmas Day 25 December 2020
All sites closed - call 111 for out of hours GP

Saturday 26 December - Monday 28 December
All sites closed - call 111 for out of hours GP

Tuesday 29 December - Thursday 31 December 2020, 
New Year's Eve - All sites normal opening hours

New Year's Day
All sites closed - call 111 for out of hours GP

Monday 4 January 2021 onwards
Normal opening hours

If you have an urgent medical need that cannot wait until the 
surgery re-opens and need to contact the out of hours GP, call 111

**Please note that the Dispensary is very busy in the run 
up to Christmas and remember to order and collect your 
prescription items well in advance to ensure you have all 
required medication over the festive period**

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES can advertise their events up to a half-page FREE OF CHARGE. 
LARGER ADS WILL BE CHARGED.  Please let us know about any event you are organising in the 
next 3-6 months by contacting Anne Jackson, Orchard House, Welgate, Mattishall, NR20 3PH
Tel: 01362 858744 or email: miscadvert@yahoo.com
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NEW Dereham Seed Scheme.
The Dereham Gardening Group is able to get us seeds at 
a discount price. If they can get orders to a total of more 
than £200, the price will be reduced on a sliding scale up 
to a 40% discount, depending on how much the combined 
order comes to. This is a follow-up scheme to that operated 
successfully by DDAGS for many years. The seed companies 
are D.T. Brown and Kings.

There is no joining fee. Please notify Robin that 
you are interested by sending an email to him at 
derehamgardeninggroup@gmail.com.

News from Welborne Village Hall

Many people in the Mattishall/Welborne area have enjoyed 
the facilities and events at Welborne Village Hall. Unfortunately, 
in these difficult times, as with many other community spaces, 
the Hall has remained closed to events and private bookings. 
While the pandemic continues to create uncertainty for us all 
we regret that the Hall will need to remain closed, including for 
our much loved Christmas Fayre. 

However, the Hall and its team of helpers have not been 
sleeping. We continue to maintain the Hall so that when 
restrictions are eased we can open again to share its unique 
atmosphere. We have also been busy improving the garden 
area to provide more space for outside activities, a nature 
walk and a bluebell ‘field' for spring colour. Although the 
Hall itself is closed, please feel free to visit, park your bicycle 
at the new bike stands, use the picnic bench (responsibly), 
and see the ongoing changes in the garden.

Lizzie's Book Lovers Club
Although we are not able to meet as a 
large group some of us are still keeping 
in touch about our reading and managing 
to swap the odd book here and there. I did get to read the 
Lantern Men by Elly Griffiths and it was worth the wait! I 
have passed it on and hope it will manage to do the rounds 
somehow.

I have just started reading a series of books by Peter James 
about Roy Grace, a detective in Brighton. It began when a 
new neighbour of mine Lynn passed me one of the books 
and having read it I decided to look into getting some more. 
Thanks to Amazon I now have at least another 6 and we are 
working our way through them. This is another author that 
I have found very good to read, maybe some of you have 
already read them but if not I recommend his books.

Maybe I will see a few of you in the pub sometime. They 
are open with some great food back on the menu and with 
very good socially distanced COVID 19 precautions in 
place making it all very safe. Sunday lunch is definitely to be 
recommended, especially if you have 2 courses! Just means 
that on Sunday afternoon you feel very full and sleepy!
Hope to see you all back when it is safe for us to start our 
meetings again.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. 

Lizzie

 

 

For Hire  

Welborne Village Hall 
 Fully equipped historic village hall perfect for many 

small gatherings, meetings, parties, etc 
 • The ambience of the Victorian School but with 

modern facilities. 
• Fully equipped kitchen 
• Digital projection and sound 
• Open log fire for winter warmth 
• Level access and facilities for the disabled 
• Inexpensive hourly rental  

go to www.welborne.org.uk to make bookings 

Heart	Healthy	Exercise	Classes	
Mondays	9.30	–	10.30	and	10.45	–	11.45am,		

Tuesdays	6	–	7pm,	Wednesdays	10	–	11am	Mattishall	Memorial	Hall	
Keep	your	heart	healthy	with	low	impact	exercise	classes.	

GP	referral	available.		
For	more	info	or	to	join	contact	Sue:	07786974907	

suebennett21@btinternet.com	

	

Telephone: 01760 722168
Mobile: 07785 746682

email: joesisto@aol.com
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http://mattishallpc.info clerk@mattishallpc.info  
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Mattishall Parish 
Council News 

 

The Parish Council 
 
Mike Nunn (Chairman) 
 
Richard Turner (Vice 
Chairman) 
 
Graham Clarke 
 
David Piper 
 
Richard Norton 
 
David Fowler 
 
Janice Smith 
 
Lorraine Trueman (Clerk) 
 
For further details of the 
Parish Council  and up to date 
information please visit our 
website 
www.mattishallpc.info  

Events 
 
While we hope to be able to hold future events 
soon, we will be following the latest government 
advice.  Keep an eye on our website and 
Facebook page for the latest information. 

Do you have what it takes to be a parish 
councillor?  
 
We have 2 vacancies for parish councillors. Becoming 
a parish councillor is rewarding and interesting (yes, 
really)! You don’t need to know everything about the 
village, you just need a genuine interest in making it a 
better place to live and work.  
 
You would be expected to attend our monthly 
meetings (we normally meet on the first Monday 
evening of the month) and you could join any of our 
working groups. We have 7 fantastic councillors, 
would you like to join the team? 
 
 We’d love to hear from you if you are interested. 
Contact the Parish Clerk to find out more. 

Handyperson 
 
The parish council have decided to open this position 
up again. Duties include litter picking, light 
gardening, repairs and general maintenance.  
This is estimated to take an average of 5 hours per 
week and would suit a self-employed person 
 
If this is something you would like to find out more 
about, contact the Parish Clerk. 

Village Green 
 
The bench on the south 
side of the green has been 
relocated to the western 
edge. This is to allow for 
the installation of a goal 
post, where the bench was 
originally sited. 
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Play Area  
 
Unfortunately, members of the public have 
been reporting broken glass and damaged 
equipment in the play area. 
The play area is inspected on a weekly basis 
and any reports of damages are dealt with as 
soon as possible.  Please keep reporting any 
issues. 
 
 

Planning Reforms 
 
The government is proposing to reform the 
current planning system. The parish council 
have responded to both the papers (Changes 
to the Current Planning System and the 
White Paper, Planning for the future). These 
responses can be viewed by visiting our 
website. All Saints’ Churchyard Wall 

 
The Churchyard wall on the 
corner of Dereham Road and 
Church Plain, which was 
damaged in February after a 
lorry collided with it, has now 
been repaired. 

Missing dog bin 
 
Some of you have noticed that the dog bin has 
gone missing from South Green. Thank you to 
a local resident for reporting this. It appears 
the bin was hit by a vehicle and left in the 
ditch. The bin has been so irreparably 
damaged it can no longer be used. A 
replacement is on order and will be installed as 
soon as possible.  

Speed Awareness Messaging (SAM) & 
Speedwatch 
 
During October, the SAM sign was operating 
in Burgh Lane. It recorded 903 vehicles 
traveling at over 40 mph, with a total of 14,000 
vehicles being recorded over the period. 
 
The Speedwatch team have also been operating 
in various locations throughout October and 
have reported 41 vehicles travelling in excess 
of the speed limit. One of the vehicles reported 
also was being driven without tax, MOT and 
insurance. 
 
 

Signage 
 
Thank you to those residents 
who responded to the Facebook 
question on advertising signage 
around the village. The Parish 
Council now have permission 
from Norfolk County Council to 
remove signs placed without 
prior authorisation.  
 
 

Youth Club 
 
Over recent weeks the youth club 
has seen attendance reduce. With 
another lockdown imminent, the 
parish council, unfortunately, 
agreed to close the club until 
Spring 2021. They have however 
agreed to support YMCA run an 
online club. 
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JOHN COLES 
ELECTRICIAN 

PROPERTY ALTERATION & MAINTENANCE
 
 

All electrical work, Building work, plumbing & carpentry
All aspects of kitchen, u�lity & bathroom refit, Bespoke shelving

Hard garden landscaping, Pain�ng & decora�ng (by Bronwen)
Always happy to advise, discuss work & provide prices

Public liability insurance + references. Friendly, reliable family business

Your satisfaction is our reputation
Find Us On Facebook
Contact John 01362 692249 or 07919 593391

CTC HIRE 
Building D.I.Y., Gardening 

Equipment and tools 
 ,JCB Micro Digger, Rug Doctor Carpet 
Cleaner, Rotavators Compactors, Hedge 
Trimmers, Generators, Lawn Scarifier,  

Disccutter/Grinder and much more. 
The Old Post Office, Mattishall Road, 
East Tuddenham, Dereham. NR20 3LT. 

email: mcram@tiscali.co.uk  Tel: 01603 880062 
 

An appeal 
from 
Norfolk 
Neighbourhood 
Watch
Norfolk Neighbourhood Watch has set up over 350 
schemes in Norfolk, that’s 5000+ members since 
2015 and it is growing weekly.  But unfortunately, the  
Co-ordinator for Mattishall has had to step down so we 
are looking for someone to take over.

I was brought up in Mattishall and feel passionately 
about the village so am now appealing for a volunteer 
to come forward and help keep Mattishall safe.  You 
would not have to work alone and the whole village 
need not be covered initially so if you are interested and 
want to know more about the role please contact me by 
email or phone.

I look forward to hearing from you...

Terry Cross
Administrator, Norfolk Neighbourhood Watch
Email: burrellterry71@hotmail.co.uk or
Phone: 07508 203557 (evenings only)

WE USE THE REACH AND WASH METHOD; ONE OF THE 

BEST ON THE MARKET-TRADITIONAL AVAILABLE TOO

WE ALSO CLEAN, CARPETS, 
GUTTERS  AND FASCIAS
CONSERVATORY ROOFS

VERY HIGH STANDARDS AND GREAT SERVICE

S J NYE

MEMBERS OF THE WINDOW CLEANING 
FEDERATION

CALL 01603 868014 / 07717185767

*

could you 
foster?

we urgently need
foster carers
in your area

Call us on 0800 389 0143

Visit us at www.nexusfostering.co.uk

We can help you to provide a young 
person with a stable, secure home.
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I am PC 898 Paula Gilluley and am 
the Breckland Community Engagement 
Officer. Breckland is made up of 112 
Parishes with 5 Safer Neighbourhood 
Teams based at Attleborough, Thetford, 
Swaffham, Watton and Dereham. I work 
with the ten district Beat Managers and 
my role is to provide communication 
and updates within these areas. 
You can find out more 
about your local team and 
how to contact them 

at www.norfolk.police.uk/your-area. In the 
meantime I would like to thank Miscellanea 
for inviting me to provide regular updates 
in your CrimeWatch segment of this 
newsletter. In this edition I would like to give 
you our top tips to help prevent Heating Oil 
Theft. Remember always report suspicious 
activity by calling the Police on 101 and always 
dial 999 in an emergency or when a crime is in 
progress. You can get more crime prevention advice by 
checking out our A-Z Crime Prevention guidance at  
www.norfolk.pnn.police.uk

Paula.Gilluley@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
www.norfolk.police.uk
Twitter: @BrecklandPolice
Facebook: Brecks Police

Scams
It is a very sad fact that many of us have been in receipt of 
some form of scam either through email, telephone call or 
doorstep cold-calling.  These scams and frauds can take many 
forms but I would like to bring to your attention a particularly 
worrying scam which has been doing the rounds.  The scam 
targets our vulnerable and elderly community members and 
I would like to appeal to you share this article with your 
friends, family and neighbours who may not have access to 
social media in an effort to forewarn and prevent loss of 
significant amounts of hard-earned savings.

The scam involves the fraudster telephoning the potential 
victim and claiming to be a detective from a London police 
station.  The caller may have some personal details such 
as the name of the potential victim and can sound very 
convincing.  The caller may say that they have arrested 
someone who is in possession of stolen bank cards or that 

they are working with the banks investigating a possible 
cloning of the victim’s bank cards.  They ask the victim to 
call 999 to verify the authenticity of the claim, however the 

fraudster keeps control of the phone line and the victim 
will receive a false message confirming the scam.  The 

victim may then be asked for the bank account or card 
details or to withdraw a sum of cash from their bank and to 
hand this over to a courier who will be sent to their address. 

Some victims who have fallen prey to this scam have been 
conned out of thousands of pounds. These fraudsters can be 
very convincing and I would appeal to all of you to pass on the 
advice that the Police and Banks will NEVER cold-call people 
and ask for bank account or card details or request that cash 
is withdrawn and handed over to a courier.  If you receive a 
call like this DO NOT give out any personal details, hang up 
and call Police on 101 or report the incident via our online 
reporting forms at www.norfolk.police.uk.  While we are 
seeing reports of these incidents across the County, there have 
been no reported incidents locally and I would like to take this 
opportunity to ensure that our community is forewarned and 
therefore forearmed so please share this information far and 
wide making this a no-go area for these fraudsters.

As I mentioned at the top of this article, scams and frauds can 
take many different forms and you can get further information 
and advice Citizens Advice Bureau and Action Fraud at  
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/scams/
reporting-a-scam/ and https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/

PC 898 Paula Gilluley
Breckland Community Engagement Officer
Paula.Gilluley@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
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GORDON BARBER
FUNERAL HOME

43 Norwich Road, Dereham, NR20 3AS

Aletia Parker, Funeral Arranger at Gordon Barber Funeral Home, Dereham

‘Providing the very best
care in funeral service’

“Quiet guidance, gentle words and our 
professional knowledge will help you 
make the right decisions for you and 
your family.” Rachael Barber

Telephone 01362 700505
www.gordonbarber.co.uk

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING WITH DISTINCTION

by

07709 624994

www.cleanersrus.co.uk  karen@cleanersrus.co.uk

01603 672933

LOVE 
CLEANING?
SELF EMPLOYED 

CLEANERS 
REQUIRED! 

• Domestic homes only
• Materials supplied on site
• Car not essential
• Permanent work / same home weekly
• Hours / days to suit candidate
• Police check and references required
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info@thewillmaker.co.uk
www.thewillmaker.co.uk

01603 927273 
07594 275983

• Wills & Trusts
• Powers of Attorney

• Funeral Plans
• Probate

• Later Life Care Planning
• Home Consultations

Your Local Will Writing Expert

UPDATE FROM 

SOUTH GREEN PARK
A lot has been happening at South Green Park, home to Café 
Verde, Gymtec Fitness and Poultec Training, since reopening 
following the national lockdown.  

Café Verde, who have been serving delicious homemade 
family food using fresh local ingredients since 2003, have 
launched a new menu which includes a range of different 
paninis, sandwiches, baguettes, jacket potatoes as well as 
their daily specials menu. We are fortunate to have a large 
spacious outdoor seating area and have expanded our 
indoor seating area too, ensuring all our customers and staff 
are safe during COVID-19. Our popular Sunday carvery 
is back with the finest cuts of meats and freshly prepared 
vegetables all now served at the table.  

Gymtec Fitness, your local gym, is now open again with 
revised opening hours and a new class timetable. All classes 
are now included as part of our standard membership 
fees. The classes are socially distanced and all equipment 
is thoroughly cleaned before and after use, keeping all our 
members and staff safe. We have introduced a number of new 
measures at the gym, in line with the Government advice to 
ensure that our members can exercise in a safe environment. 

Poultec Training, which provides work-based training across 
the UK, has continued to support learners and employers 
during lockdown and beyond through the use of our online 
learning platforms and tools such as Zoom, Skype and Teams 
as well as our eportfolio system - OneFile. Our Apprentices 
have continued to learn throughout the pandemic, either in 
the work-place or remotely from home. Our short course 
programmes have been expanded to use Zoom where 
possible which has led to learners throughout the UK joining 
training sessions and sharing knowledge and experience 
with their fellow learners. 

In September we welcomed back our full-time Engineering, 
Hairdressing & Barbering, Hospitality & Catering and Fitness 
study programme learners, which are delivered either at 
South Green Park, Mattishall or our dedicated Engineering 
Centre in Norwich. All areas have been adapted to meet the 
Government’s latest COVID safe procedures to once again 
keep all our learners and staff safe. 

An English professor wrote the words:
“A woman without her man is nothing”

on the board and asked his students to 
punctuate it correctly.

All of the males in the class wrote:
“A woman, without her man, is nothing”

All the females in the class wrote:
“A woman: without her, man is nothing”

PUNCTUATION IS POWERFUL!
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Memories of Christmas Past 
by Lizzie Hunton

My earliest memories from Christmas past are of waking up 
feeling very excited at the prospect of opening our presents. 
In my childhood we didn't ask for anything in particular, 
there was no writing "lists" of things we wanted. There were 
probably things that Mum and Dad knew we would like but 
we didn't ask. I have a memory of getting a doll's pram one 
year, obviously something I was so pleased to receive.

I don't think the shops sold the fancy sacks and boxes for 
Christmas presents to be put in and there were certainly no 
Christmas Eve Boxes for early presents. Christmas Eve was 
the night you went to bed early so Christmas morning arrived 
as soon as possible.

It was so exciting to wake up and see the pillow case at 
the foot of the bed, bulging with presents. I would lay there 
waiting to hear Mum and Dad get up so I could drag the pillow 
case along the hallway, taking care not to let any presents 
fall out. Presents were opened in the living room and I always 
remember having to take care so Mum or Dad could make 
a note of what had come from who. Most of the gifts were 
fairly modest, a selection box, a game of snakes and ladders, 
an Annual, (something like the Beano) books, all were noted 
ready for us to write thank you letters later. I still have some 
of those childhood books stored away somewhere, the odd 
Rupert Bear book and another one about Water Babies. 
There were always those special presents from Mum and Dad 
and Nanny.

I can remember a Christmas Tree which came out year after 
year with the same decorations. It wasn't that we were poor, 
it was just that at the time things didn't get replaced until they 
were worn out and the tree was only used once a year so no 
chance to wear it out!

I don't have any clear memories of Christmas Dinner but I do 
know the day was a happy one.
As the years went on I grew up, married and had my own 
home but for many years Christmas Day was always spent at 
the home of one or other set of parents. Boxing Day would 
be spent with the other set. Preparations for Christmas though 
were very memorable. 

My Nan was a great lover of Christmas and everyone in 
the family had to have a massive pile of presents to open, 
including the slippers Nan bought you every year. Not always 
in the right size but hey ho. I took her shopping for a lot of the 
gifts, usually starting in September! It was all great fun and 
as we had a large family it was quite time consuming. I can 
remember one year that the presents from Nan for myself and 
my husband took up so much space around the tree we had 
a problem getting to the switch to turn the lights on and off!

Nan would come to stay with me some weekends during 
November, partly to do the shopping but another massive 
job was to make Christmas Puddings.  Everyone in the family 
had to have one and they ranged in size from those for a 
family of 6 to individual ones for relatives who lived alone. 
We would start on Friday, (I had to take a day off work!) and 
she would bring along the special bowl she used to  mix them 
in. We had no recipe, it was 1lb of everything, mix it up with 
stout and there they were. She always said if they smelled 

good they would taste good. I recall one year in particular 
we made 21 puddings. That involved several bowls of mix, 
greasing 21 bowls for them to go in and a lot of backache 
from standing in my kitchen for all the hours it took. 

Getting them into the bowls was just the start, each one then 
had to have it's first steam. Middle to large ones had to have 
at least 2 hours so that on Christmas Day they would only need 
another 2 hours in everyone's homes. Smaller ones were still 
done but just not for so long. My kitchen was a steaming room 
from Saturday morning until late Sunday evening and there 
was a wonderful smell of puddings throughout the house.

The other thing Nan did was to pickle onions and, again, 
every family had to have a jar. Some of those she would do 
at home but a lot were also done on the weekends she came 
to mine. It was good fun but the smell wasn't quite as nice as 
the Puddings weekend!

That may all sound like a lot of hard work but I wouldn't have 
missed it for the world, my Nan was a lovely lady and one of 
my best friends. We could talk about anything, literally, and 
we always laughed for most of the weekend.

I know we went to church on Christmas morning, right from 
my childhood and this continued until I had to start cooking 
the dinner myself! Then it changed to midnight Mass on 
Christmas Eve and in the last few years even the Christingle 
as I always like to experience at least one service to think 
about the true meaning of Christmas which gets so lost in 
today's materialistic world. 

I think sometimes the simplest things can create the best 
memories. 

Happy Christmas

Lizzie x

P.S. I still have Nan's Pudding bowl in my loft and one year I 
may even use it again.

MORE FOOD FOR THOUGHT
While food remains the basis of our health and wellbeing, how 
we acquire, manage and cook it has changed dramatically 
over the centuries. One of the first recipes discovered dates 
from 1700 BC. Part of Yale University’s Babylonian collection, 
the three clay tablets may well be the oldest cookbooks in 
the world. Researchers believe the recipes were equivalent 
to haute cuisine and meals fit for royalty. Experts have 
deciphered the cuneiform writing to discover 25 recipes for 
stew, most of which are meat-based plus a few vegetable 
varieties. However, the recipes only listed the ingredients and 
no actual directions. Breads, from plain savoury to elaborate 
sweet cakes, are also mentioned in the tablets. Catch it, kill 
it, cook it might have been a motto for our earliest ancestors 
but by the time the Romans arrived in Britain and brought the 
rabbit, we had learned to plough, plant and harvest. 

Hunting as a basis of survival was one of the first skills our 
ancestors developed and has been practiced in Britain for 
centuries. Coursing (the pursuit of game, usually hares or 
rabbits by dogs, often hounds such as Lurchers) was well 
established during Queen Elizabeth’s the First’s time in the 
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16th century as a sport and for the table and continued for 
centuries. The first modern coursing club was underway at 
Swaffham in 1776 and was popular with the middle-classes. 
On 15th November 1791 Parson James Woodforde who 
held the living at Weston Longville wrote in his now famous 
diary “About noon (being fine) I walked out a coursing taking 
only Briton and the boy with me, Ben being in Weston Great 
Field plowing. We stayed out till near 4 o’clock, saw no Hare 
but coursed one Rabbit and killed it.” 

Food for the table at the Parson’s house was prepared by the 
cook who would have known how to skin and gut it. ‘Waste 
Not Want Not’ was not just a slogan from wartime Britain and 
every part of the animal killed in the eighteenth century would 
have been put to some use. The rabbit skin was valuable at 
this time when large quantities of furs were shipped to London 
and Manchester for hats, gloves and muffs which might be 
exported as far as Russia. Bones and lesser edible parts of the 
carcass were used for stock or fed to the dogs.

Here in our villages during the nineteenth century, for many, 
hunger was not far away when new technology had put cottage 
weavers and agricultural labourers out of work. Desperate to 
feed their families many resorted to theft or poaching. The 
Mattishall village website – (www.mattishall-village.co.uk) 
contains details from local newspapers from the 19th century 
showing the theft and slaughter of a sheep resulting in a death 
sentence (the saying ‘you might as well be hung for a sheep as 
a lamb’ shows that hunger is a powerful force). 

Poultry has been kept for the table and for egg production 
for centuries. Advice on their husbandry appears in Roman 
writings when they were used as barnyard scavengers and 
kept on a cottage industry scale. Manor houses had their 
dovecotes to provide winter meat for the well to do and 
manure for their gardens. It was World War One which 
provided the stimulus for the beginnings of a poultry industry. 
At the time of the last flu pandemic, troops returning from the 
war were encouraged to keep hens as food for the public 
and a worth- while occupation. One textbook of the time 
advised that 12 hens would pay the rent and the rates!

During the 1920s & 1930s poultry farming became a 
thriving specialist commercial industry, with its own trade 
associations and journals. But food rationing in Britain during 
and soon after World War Two saw the average cook with 
a meagre choice of ingredients and flavourings; this might 
have concentrated their mind on creating filling and satisfying 

meals but could challenge even the best of cooks to create 
‘haute cuisine’ dishes. Some readers will remember when 
food was seasonal (no tomatoes in winter for example) when 
there were no supermarkets, no frozen food or freezers to 
store it in and the takeaway was from the fish and chip shop. 
Often the only way to add flavour to the bland plain cooking 
was with tomato ketchup or brown sauce. The 1950s were 
the age of spam fritters, salmon sandwiches, tinned fruit with 
evaporated milk, fish on Fridays and ham salad for high 
tea every Sunday. But post-war Britain also saw a dramatic 
change in attitudes to food and its ingredients. Immigrants 
from India and China brought us new taste experience and 
food writers such as Elizabeth David offered the hope of a 
colourful, well-fed life in a gloomy world with her book ‘Italian 
Food’. Garlic, oregano and a host of new ingredients now 
stimulated our tired taste-buds as food from the new Common 
Market began to arrive from Europe. Often criticised for not 
giving clear instructions with the measurements and cooking 
times for her dishes (just as the early Babylonian chef had 
done) Elizabeth David explained that she thought that 
cooking was rarely a precise science and flexibility allowed 
burgeoning cooks to develop their confidence. 

Dramatic changes in food production and the introduction of 
battery farms since the 1960’s has seen Britain enjoying an 
abundance of inexpensive poultry. Most of the hundreds of 
recipe books on the market together with television channels 
now promote celebrity chefs from our own Delia Smith to 
Mary Berry, Madhur Jaffrey, Nigella, James Martin, Rick Stein 
and countless others giving us advice on how to cook their 
special dishes. Now that many of us are once in lock-down 
it might be the perfect time to get out those cook books or 
tune in to the Food Network where there is an extravaganza 
of tempting treats to feast on, with the eyes. But looking isn’t 
cooking and we still have to make that first cut. 

We are all advised to plan and cook ahead when we can 
to take pressure off that special meal at Christmas. But for 
many of us living alone a special meal when cooking for one 
presents a different challenge. It’s for the birds and up to us 
our birds. scores of recipe and advice for cooking the bird 
and fast-food-chicken chains abound throughout the country. 
Many supermarket ready-meals inevitably contain (once 
considered a food for special occasions) yes, chicken. 

Although many still keep fowl in our gardens for eggs and 
it has become fashionable to have a pig as a pet, few of us 
have the skill to dispatch and prepare them for the table. For 
the 21st century consumer ready-prepared is the order of the 
day. Just as our ancestors often made use of every part of 
the creature they had killed, the 21st century food factory 
supports a range of other industries with their product: 
feathers for pillows and insulation and other parts of the birds 
for food flavourings the pet industries. Plastic wrap however 
is another matter. 

According to the Food and Drink Federation, this vital 
industry in Norfolk today employs more than 36,000 people 
and accounts for 8% of the UK market. Last year Norfolk 
and Suffolk contributed one third of the countries revenue 
total for the industry and our counties are also home to a 
successful agri-tech sector. The efficiency in food manufacture 
today is remarkable and we hope the we can be confident 
that this multi-million-pound industry holds the welfare of both 
its products and their consumers at heart. 
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While science is searching for new ways to feed our growing 
population the criminal element is still present in the food chain 
when small producers might neglect hygiene precautions 
or make unlawful substitutions in their products. The Food 
Standard Agency was established in 2000 following several 
high-profile outbreaks of food-born illness, with its motto 
‘food we can trust’. The agency’s chief executive Emily Miles 
reports that the coronavirus pandemic has slashed local 
authority food safety staff numbers, which were already 
significantly below where they needed to be. According to 
figures at the end of October the infection rate in Breckland 
has soared to 169.3 cases per 100,000 people in the wake 
of the outbreak at Cranswick Country Foods processing pig 
meat in Watton and earlier outbreaks in Attleborough, Great 
Yarmouth and two of Bernard Matthews plants here in our 
area. While there is currently no links between the product 
and its handlers, we must all have faith in our FSA to keep 
us all safe. While carefully controlled factory production 
has brought us cheaper food, we hope we can now rely 
on science in the industry to include that special ingredient 
‘safety’ to stimulate our taste-buds. 
 
Stockpiling items was something which you could be 
prosecuted for at the time of the 1918 pandemic. In Liverpool 
one Kirkby resident was summoned at the Birkenhead County 
Magistrates Court for unlawfully acquiring jam exceeding the 
quantity required for ordinary use by his household. Evidence 
was given that a Mr Goodwin had received a consignment 
of 72 lbs of jam from a manufacturer in Peterborough.  
Mr Herbert Davis for the defence, admitted that the jam was 
in the house when the food inspector called. The defendant 
had been in the habit for some time past of getting a quantity 

of jam to last the family throughout the year. Mr Goodwin 
was fined heavily as a result of the stockpiling.

How social distancing restrictions were lifted during 
Spanish flu pandemic.

The flu hit the UK and Europe in late spring of 1918 but 
then faded, causing the public and the authorities to drop 
their guard. The flu later returned in two subsequent waves 
running through into 1919.

An article published in the Liverpool Echo on November 4, 
1918 shows how social distancing restrictions were initially 
lifted in schools across Liverpool. It said: "The Liverpool 
elementary schools reopened today with a modified 
curriculum.

"They are being worked on the double shift principle, and it 
is suggested that the children dismissed in the morning should 
have some outdoor games or occupation organised for them, 
should the weather be favourable."

"Arrangements are made whereby only half the children each 
schoolroom is recognised for are retained in that room."

"In rooms fitted with dual desks there will be only one child 
at each desk."

"No fees will be charged this week for children attending the 
Council schools where fees are payable."
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Our advertising rates per issue are:
size black and white colour

1/8 page £20 £30

1/4 page £35 £52.50

1/2 page £65 £97.50

Full page £125 £187.50

We offer 5% discount if you pay annually in advance.
Contact details: Telephone Anne on 01362 858744 or 
07515417225 Email miscadvert@yahoo.com

USEFUL LOCAL PHONE NUMBERS
Mattishall’s:
All Saints Church Office  01362 858873
Parish Council Clerk (Lorraine Trueman) 07894 562003
Pharmacy    01362 858540
Post Office    01362 850232
Primary School    01362 858451
Surgery    01362 850227
District Councillors
Paul Claussen    01603 880454
Ian Martin    01362 854248

Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital 01603 286286
Breckland Council Offices  01362 656870  
 
Dereham Library   01362 693184
Dereham Police Public Enquiry Office 01953 424242
Konectbus (No 4)   03300 539358

Winter Quiz
Answers from the last issue
1. 2   2. Cardiff   3.1981   4. Jersey   5. 0   6. 13    
7. 10   8. 38   9. Hamlet   10. A Comedy of Errors

Congratulations to Pamela Golder who won our £5 voucher.

We are pleased to announce that Café Verde will be 
providing the prize in future in the form of a voucher for a  
2 course meal for 2.  So with a chance to win, make sure 
your answers are received by 18th December.

1. How many times did Joe Davis win the world snooker 
championship? 

2. Which year was Thomas the tank engine first shown on tv? 

3. When was Monopoly first invented? 

4. What is the smallest country in the world by geographic size? 

5. How old was Edward VI when he died? 

6. Gulliver’s travels was written by whom? 

7. Roger Moore starred as James Bond how many times?  

8. Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi is MP for where? 

9. Which year was Uranus discovered? 

10. Donald Trump is what number president?

FOREST LIVE 
Forest Live is a major outdoor live music series that 
introduces forests to new audiences in unique, natural 
woodland arenas around the country. Over 1.9 million 
people have attended a Forest Live gig in the last twenty 
years, enjoying great music and supporting the nation's 
forests when buying a ticket. Going to a concert helps 
Forestry England create beautiful places for people to 
enjoy, run important conservation projects and keep 
growing trees. Every year they plant some 8 million trees 
sustainably, caring for the nation's 1,500 woods and 
forests and welcoming 230 million visits annually.

Held annually in beautiful forest locations across the 
country, Forest Live is a major live music series managed 
by Forestry England. With everything required for a great 
night out, our concerts are renowned for their relaxed 
atmosphere and spectacular forest backdrops. Income 
generated from ticket sales helps look after the nation’s 
forests sustainably, for people to enjoy and wildlife to 
thrive. In 2021, High Lodge, Thetford Forest, Suffolk, will 
be hosting four concerts

Thursday, 17th June Rag’n’Bone Man
Friday, 18th June Keane
Saturday, 19th June Madness
Sunday, 20th June Artists tbc

Tickets on sale from the Forestry England website and all 
concerts are from 7pm – 10.30pm

Do you love Candles? 
If so, check out the latest available, 
unique, candles and accessories with 
PartyLite UK via Mandy, your local 
Independent Consultant, online at 
mandyburnett.partylite.co.uk 
or contact on 07849 516395 

                                               email: mjcandles7@gmail.com 



PMR HAULAGE LTD

22 FARROW CLOSE MATTISHALL
DEREHAM NORFOLK NR20 3SZ

07702 455 975
01362 850892 
reynolds.t@hotmail.co.uk

TRACy REyNOLDS
Delivery of all types of 

SHINGLE, SAND, BALLAST, HOGGIN, 
HARDCORE & TOPSOIL

SERVING THE MID-NORFOLK DISTRICTS
• Personally supervised by the Littleproud  

family & dedicated staff for 80 years
• Pre-Paid Funeral Plans
• Traditional service at a reasonable cost

www.littleproud-funerals.co.uk

Our family  
taking care  

of your family

& Son
Littleproud
Family Funeral Directors
Independent

Tel: 01362 695458 (24hrs) 

South Green, Dereham, NR19 1PU 
Tel: 01760 440269 (24hrs) 
Hale Road, Bradenham, IP25 7RA
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